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Basic Learning Concepts

This section provides an overview of topics that you will need to be familiar with before beginning 
a method. These topics include:

 • Biomek Software

 • ALPs

 • Hardware

Biomek Software
Biomek Software is used to control Biomek i-Series instruments. Effectively using Biomek Software 
includes using the method editor for method building and the various tools and editors to 
appropriately configure the instrument file and project for the desired task or application. The 
tutorials in this manual will help you learn how to use Biomek Software through practical 
applications.

In this section, you will get an overview of Biomek Software through the following topics:

 Launching Biomek Software

 Understanding the Main Editor

 Using the Ribbon

 Understanding Projects

 Understanding the Deck Editor

Launching Biomek Software
To launch Biomek Software:

1 Double click on the Biomek Software icon (Figure 1), which was created on your desktop during 
the installation process.

Figure 1  Biomek Software Icon

OR

From the Start menu, select All Programs > Beckman Coulter > Biomek Software.

If Beckman Coulter Accounts & Permissions is enabled on your system, you must have an 
account established and log in using that account name and password. For more information, 
contact your system administrator.
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Understanding the Main Editor
The main editor (Figure 2) is your starting point for building liquid-handling methods for the 
Biomek i-Series instrument. Each component of the Biomek Software main editor is described 
below. Get to know these terms, as they are used throughout these tutorials and all other 
Biomek i-Series user manuals.

TIP Refer to the Biomek i-Series Automated Workstations Software Reference Manual (PN B56358) for 

in-depth descriptions of each component of the Biomek Software main editor.

Biomek i-Series Concept

Beckman Coulter Accounts & Permissions is an integrated set of features built into 
Biomek Software that assists users in complying with 21 CFR Part 11 requirements for 
closed systems. Permissions provide the ability to control user access to specific 
program operations. Refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Using Accounts and Permissions, for additional details.
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Figure 2  Biomek Software Main Editor

1. Ribbon: Provides convenient access to steps or utilities for completing a task. The number of tabs on the ribbon can 
vary slightly, given the options that are enabled in the software. Additional information is found here: Using the Ribbon

2. Title Bar: Displays the software name, current method file name, the At-A-Glance Status (when a method is executing), 
and contains the Quick Access Toolbar, Ribbon, and Title Bar buttons.

3. Configuration View: The configuration for each step appears in the Configuration View. The view changes to 
correspond to the step highlighted in the Method View.

4. Current Instrument Display: An interactive display that can be used for selecting deck positions while configuring a 
step. This display reflects the status of the instrument, i.e., the deck and tip presence upon completion of the previous 
step.

5. Status Bar: Contains the file name of the method, current project name, instrument name, estimated time to 
completion, any current errors, and other information pertinent to the location of your mouse on the user interface.

6. Method View: Displays the steps in a method.

7. File Tab: Provides the means to create a new method, open or save an existing method, import or export instruments, 
projects or methods, print methods, configure preferences and more.

8. Quick Access Toolbar: Provides convenient access to basic Biomek Software functions. Scrolling your mouse over an 
icon shows the function each icon serves.

 • Error Bar (Not Shown): When the method is validated, lists errors pertaining to the current method.
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Using the Ribbon

Refer to Figure 3 for an overview of the Biomek Software ribbon.

Figure 3  Ribbon

Understanding Projects
While projects may be created, revised, deleted, saved, imported, and exported, in this tutorial you 
will use the project on your system that was created or imported when your instrument and Biomek 
Software were installed. Before you create a new method, get into the habit of ensuring you are using the 

correct project. 

Biomek i-Series Concept

Method building, utility, and execution steps are sectioned into ribbon tabs, and further into 
groups based upon function, as well as the complexity of the operations they control and the 
depth of knowledge required to configure them.

1. Tabs: A Tab contains steps/options with similar functions. In this example, the Method tab is 
selected. To switch between active tabs, select the title of a different tab on the ribbon. 

2. Group: A Group is a subsection of a Tab containing a selection of options that have been further 
narrowed based on function.

3. Ribbon: The Ribbon is comprised of multiple Tabs.

Biomek i-Series Concept

A project stores information about liquid types, labware and tip types, well patterns, 
pipetting templates, and techniques as revisions that are used by a method file to configure 
the actions of the instrument. Projects store a history of all changes, additions, and deletions 
of items from the project. Methods are associated with projects and contain all of the items 
required to perform the method.
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View Figure 4 to learn where project information is accessed or viewed from the main editor.

Figure 4  Project

1. The actions and editors associated with projects are displayed on the Utilities tab in the Project group.

2. Project: The currently opened project is displayed here. The project displayed here is the default used 
when a Biomek i7 instrument is chosen when Biomek Software is installed.
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Using This Tutorial

This tutorial is designed to help you become comfortable using Biomek Software with your 
Multichannel pod and/or Span-8 pod on your Biomek i-Series instrument. The chapters in this 
tutorial can be completed consecutively or, depending on the learning required, may be completed 
in any order. This format will allow advanced users to complete only the chapters that include the 
topics they need to learn. Generally, the topics in subsequent chapters increase in complexity.

 • Basic Learning Concepts: Located in this chapter are the basics on using Biomek Software and 
preparing to create methods. Read thoroughly and complete all applicable activities in this 
section prior to starting the tutorials listed below.

 • Chapters 1 through 5 in this tutorial apply to the Multichannel pod. The Multichannel pod can 
be used with the following configurations:

— Single Multichannel Pod

— Dual Multichannel Pods

— Hybrid instrument with a Multichannel Pod and a Span-8 Pod

 • Chapters 6 through 10 in this tutorial apply to the Span-8 Pod. The Span-8 pod can be used with 
the following configurations:

— Single Span-8 Pod

— Hybrid instrument with a Multichannel Pod and a Span-8 Pod

TIP For effective learning, save this tutorial to an external device or print it out before use, leaving your 
automation controller screen free for viewing Biomek Software.

This tutorial provides instructions requiring you to enter text into specific fields. The text to be 
entered is indicated by bold font. If the bolded phrase is followed by a period, do not enter the period 
into the text field.

In addition to the step-by-step instructions in this tutorial, you will also see helpful information in 
the following forms:

TIP The information in these Tips offers suggestions on how to use your instrument and software to enhance 
the activities you want to do in your laboratory.

IMPORTANT If Using Fixed Tips…
If you have fixed tips on your instrument (Span-8 pod only), these instructions show you how you can use 
them rather than the disposable tips that are called out in the tutorial instructions.

Biomek i-Series Concept

These boxes contain information to help you understand important features and 
capabilities of Biomek Software or the Biomek i-Series instrument. While the step-by-
step instructions may be completed without reading the information in these boxes, 
the information will enhance your knowledge and give you a fuller picture of what 
Biomek Software and your instrument can do.
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CHAPTER 1

Multichannel Pod — Getting Started
with Biomek Software

What You’ll Learn in Getting Started with Biomek Software

IMPORTANT Prior to beginning this chapter, read thoroughly and complete all applicable activities in Basic 
Learning Concepts (in the Introduction of this manual).

In this chapter, you will learn how to create a basic liquid transfer method on a Multichannel pod. 
Topics covered in this chapter are presented below.

Creating a New Method

Starting a new method includes: 

 • Creating a New Method File

 • Understanding the Start and Finish Steps

Biomek i-Series Concept

A method is a series of steps that control the operation of the instrument. The steps, located 
on ribbon tabs, present groups of icons representing the steps available for a method. To 
build a method, you first select the step in the Method View above where you would like the 
next step to be located, and then, from the appropriate ribbon tab, you select the step icon 
you want in your method. Place and configure each step to perform the operations as 
desired. 

NOTE Steps already added to the Method View can be rearranged by simply selecting and 
dragging to the desired new location.
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Creating a New Method File
To begin a method, you have the option of creating a new method or opening an existing method. 
In this tutorial, you’ll create a new method. To create a new method:

1 Select File > New > Method. 

OR

Select New Method from the Quick Access Toolbar (Figure 1.1).

This creates the beginning for your new method.

Figure 1.1  New Method on the Quick Access Toolbar

2 If desired, expand the Biomek Software editor to fill the entire screen.

Understanding the Start and Finish Steps
As you can see (Figure 1.1), the Method View of the main editor now contains the Start and Finish 
steps that appear automatically when you create a method. These two steps are always there and 
indicate the beginning and end of your method. You’ll insert all the rest of the steps you want the 
Biomek i-Series instrument to complete between Start and Finish.

When the Start step is highlighted in the method view, you are presented with the opportunity to 
create some variables in the Configuration View. Ignore this configuration for our first chapter in 
this tutorial. 

If you want to know more in-depth information on the Start configuration right now, refer to the 
Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual (PN B56358), Configuring the Start Step.

You’ll learn more about using the Finish step in Determining the Estimated Time for Completion (ETC) 

of the Method.
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Configuring the Instrument Setup Step

The next activity of this tutorial is to configure the Instrument Setup step for your liquid-transfer 
procedure. You will place on the deck:

 • Tips

 • Source reservoir

 • Destination microplate

TIP If the Instrument Setup step, or any step, is inserted into the wrong location in the Method View, you 

can drag and drop it to the proper location.

To insert the Instrument Setup step:

1 Choose (highlight) Start in the Method View.

2 On the Setup & Devices Steps tab, in the Biomek group, hover your mouse over the  

(Instrument Setup) icon. As you hover, look at the Method View and you’ll see a black bar appear 
just below Start. This black bar indicates the insertion point where your next step will appear. 
In this case, it’s where the Instrument Setup step will be inserted.

TIP Another way to insert a step into the method is to click on the step icon (on the ribbon tab) and drag  
it to the Method View, releasing the mouse button when the black bar is in the appropriate location.
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3 Click the Instrument Setup icon to insert the step. The Instrument Setup configuration appears 
(Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2  Instrument Setup Step Configuration

1. Move this scroll bar down to display all the labware choices.

2. Labware Available: Represents the labware choices for your method. Move your selections onto 
the Deck Layout display.

3. Deck Layout: Represents the layout of your deck. Place your labware selections onto the desired 
deck layout positions.

TIP Each pane can be resized by hovering your mouse over the bottom or side edge of the pane until 

the cursor changes to a double-sided arrow (  or ). Click and drag the edge of the pane up, 

down, or to the side, depending on whether you need to make it smaller or larger, and then release 
the mouse when finished.
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Using the Instrument Setup step you just inserted, you’ll learn how to select and place:

 • BC230 tips onto deck position TL2 (Tip Load Position 2)

 • Reservoir onto deck position P2
 • BCFlat96 microplate onto deck position P3

To select and place your labware:

1 In Deck, verify that the correct deck is being used for this tutorial. If the correct deck is not 
selected, click on the drop-down and select it. Refer to Introduction, Selecting the Tutorial Default 

Deck, for details.

2 From the Labware Available display, click the BC230 tips icon, then click on deck position TL2 in 
the Deck Layout. Notice that when you hover the cursor over the tip box on the Deck Layout, a 
tool tip identifies the deck position and labware. This procedure applies to all the labware you 
place on the deck.

3 Using the above procedure, place a Reservoir onto the deck position P2.

4 After you have positioned the reservoir on the deck, double click it or right click and select 
Properties. This opens Labware Properties (Figure 1.3). Each piece of labware added to the Deck 
Layout is configured using Labware Properties. The information provided in Labware Properties 
is used when steps of a method are run or when tips are loaded and unloaded.

TIP Using Labware Properties, tips can be configured to be loaded back to the tip box (Multichannel 

pod only) or to the trash.

Figure 1.3  Labware Properties for Reservoir
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5 In Labware Properties, you can give the reservoir a name. You’ll name this one “Rsvr,” but in 
general you can assign labware any name you want. Type Rsvr in the Name field. After 
configuration is complete, the name will appear over the reservoir in the Current Instrument 
Display (Figure 1.4).

TIP It’s helpful to name your labware on the deck. You can assign a name that identifies the contents of 

the labware, or a descriptive name that fits the work being done in your laboratory. In addition, 
naming labware allows you to refer to it by name, rather than by position. For these reasons, naming 
labware can reduce confusion considerably. The name can then be used in other steps and appears 
in log files.

6 Leave Bar Code blank for this tutorial, but it can be used to identify a specific plate in certain 
methods.

7 In Labware contains an, select Known.

8 In the Volume field, type 100000. This means you know you have 100,000 microliters of liquid in 
the source reservoir.

9 Choose Water from the Liquid Type drop-down menu, or type Water into this field.

10 Leave the default Sense the liquid level the first time a well with Unknown or Nominal volume is 
accessed “from the Liquid” selected. You’ll learn more about liquid level sensing, only available 
with a Span-8 pod, later in the Span-8 tutorial. 

11 Choose OK.

12 Place a BCFlat96 microplate onto the deck in position P3.

13 Double click on the P3 microplate, or right click and select Properties.

14 Type Dest in the Name field to represent the destination.

15 In Labware contains a(n), select Known to indicate that you know the volume of liquid in the 
microplate.

16 In the Volume field, leave this value at 0.
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17 Do not specify a liquid type for this destination plate since it is presently empty.

18 Choose OK.

TIP Properties set for labware, such as in the steps above (name, volume, and liquid type), can be 
retained for easy reuse by other methods. To do this, from the Labware Category drop-down, which 
is located just above the Labware Available display, select <Custom>. Then drag the configured 
labware from the Deck Layout and drop it into the Labware Available display. The customized labware 
is now available for all methods using the current project.

That’s it. Your deck is now set up for transferring liquid, and the main editor should look like 
Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4  Instrument Setup Step Completed
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Setting Up the Liquid Transfer

Now you are ready to insert and configure your method to transfer liquid. Biomek Software provides 
a Transfer step, which is located in the Basic Liquid Handling group on the Liquid Handling Steps tab, 
that makes it easy to accomplish this task.

Configuring the Transfer step includes configuring:

 • Tip handling

 • Source labware

 • Destination labware

Configuring Tip Handling
To set up a liquid transfer, insert the Transfer step into the Method View in the main editor, and 
configure the Tip Handling by completing the following:

1 Highlight the Instrument Setup step.

2 On the Liquid Handling Steps, in the Basic Liquid Handling group, click the  (Transfer) icon. 

The Transfer step configuration appears (Figure 1.5). Notice the Current Instrument Display at 
the bottom of the editor is now populated to illustrate your deck setup since it changes 
dynamically to match the state of the deck at the start of the current step.

Biomek i-Series Concept

The Transfer step for the Multichannel pod transfers liquid from one source to one or more 
destinations. The Transfer step will by default complete the following: load tips, aspirate 
liquid, dispense liquid, and unload tips. This concept eliminates the need to insert four 
separate steps, although occasionally a method may require these steps be performed 
individually. These individual steps will be covered in CHAPTER 3, Multichannel Pod — Using 
Individual Steps to Transfer Liquid and Handle Labware.
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Figure 1.5  Transfer Step Inserted

3 In Tip Handling, make sure Load is checked.

4 Make sure the type of tips displayed is BC230, the type of tips you configured in Instrument 
Setup.

TIP If multiple tip types are on the deck, and the wrong tip type is displayed, you can easily change the 

tip type by clicking on the correct tip box in the Current Instrument Display.

5 Make sure unload them is selected in the next field.

6 Make sure Wash tips in is not selected. Tip washing will not be included in this method.

7 Check Change tips between sources.
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8 Uncheck Change tips between destinations.

9 Your tips are configured for your liquid transfer, so click the up arrow next to Tip Handling 
(Figure 1.5). This collapses the Tip Handling configuration to allow more room for labware 
configuration. A simple text description of the way tips will be handled is displayed in place of 
the expanded Tip Handling configuration. 

TIP To make sure your tips are going to behave the way you want during method execution, simply 
collapse the Tip Handling configuration at any time during the process. The sentence displayed 
describes what you have configured and how the tips will be handled. If the description is not how 
you want the tips handled, expand the configuration and change it.

10 You will not be changing the Transfer Details section at this time, so click the down arrow next 
to Transfer Details to collapse the Transfer Details configuration to a summary. This gives you 
more room for the Source and Destination configurations. The editor now looks like Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6  Tip Handling Configured and Collapsed
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Configuring Source Labware
Now you will configure the source labware. Here you will specify from which labware liquid will be 
aspirated and the height to which the tip descends into the labware before aspirating.

To configure the reservoir named Rsvr as the source labware:

1 Click on Click here to add a source.

2 Click on Rsvr labware on the P2 position in the Current Instrument Display. As you can see, the 
information you supplied during Instrument Setup is displayed in the source labware 
configuration.

3 In the Technique drop-down, select the MC P300 High technique.

4 Right click on the large tip illustration next to the reservoir graphic in the configuration and 
choose Measure from Bottom.

TIP After you click on the tip, you can adjust the height more precisely by using the up or down arrow 

keys on your keyboard to change the height by 0.10 mm or you can use the Page Up and 
Page Down keys to change the height by 1.0 mm with each press of the key. You can also right click 
on the graphic, then select Custom Height from the menu that appears. When customizing the tip 
height, you are overriding the Technique selected for aspirating liquid. To learn more about 
configuring Techniques and using the Technique Browser, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software 
Reference Manual, PN B56358, Understanding and Creating Techniques.
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5 To adjust and set the aspirate height to which the tip descends into the reservoir, place the 
mouse cursor over the tip illustration. When the cursor turns into a hand, hold the left mouse 
button down to move the hand up and down until the depth is as close to as you can get. Then 
adjust the height precisely to 1.00 mm using the Tip described in step 4 above. There is a slight 
break in the bottom of the source reservoir graphic with the large tip that indicates that the 
reservoir is wider than the graphic can display.

The source labware is complete, and the editor now looks like Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7  Configured Source Labware
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Configuring Destination Labware
This procedure configures where the water from the source reservoir will be dispensed. In this case, 
dispense water into the BCFlat96 microplate on deck position P3.

To do this:

1 Click the Dest microplate in the Current Instrument Display. This one operation accomplishes 
the same tasks as steps 1 and 2 of Configuring Source Labware. Notice that the source labware 
configuration fields are now replaced with a brief sentence summary of the setup. When the 
source configuration is collapsed, it can be opened by clicking anywhere in the collapsed 
configuration area.

TIP If you accidentally open too many destination configurations, just right click on the title in the 
configuration. Click Delete from the menu and the entire configuration goes away.

2 The volume field is highlighted in the destination configuration, which allows designation of 
the amount of liquid to be dispensed. For this tutorial, you’re transferring 100 μL; so type 100 
into the volume field. This means you will be dispensing 100 μL into each of the 96 wells; so in 
this case, you’re dispensing a total of 9600 μL into the 96-well microplate.

3 In the Technique drop-down, select the MC P300 High technique.

4 Right click on the large tip illustration and choose Measure from Bottom.

NOTE When customizing the tip height, you are overriding the Technique selected for dispensing liquid. 

To learn more about configuring Techniques and using the Technique Browser, refer to the 
Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual, PN B56358, Understanding and Creating Techniques.
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5 Set the dispense height in the large tip illustration to 1.00 mm from bottom, using the same 
technique as you used for setting the aspirate height.

The destination labware is now configured and the editor looks like Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8  Configured Destination Labware

Determining the Estimated Time for Completion (ETC) of the Method
Your liquid transfer is set up, so let’s see how long it will take to run the entire method by using the 
Finish step.

NOTE Selecting the Finish step also validates the method by checking for errors.

To do this:

1 Click on the Finish step in the Method View.
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2 Check the status bar at the bottom of the editor for a display of the ETC. For this method, the 
ETC is approximately 37 seconds (Figure 1.9). It’s all right if your ETC varies slightly.

Figure 1.9  Finish Step Displaying the ETC

Congratulations! You’ve just built a liquid transfer method using Biomek Software that:

 • Prepared the main editor for a new method.

 • Set up the deck and the configured the labware you want to use using an Instrument Setup 
step.

 • Added and configured a liquid transfer using a Transfer step.

1. ETC: The Estimated Time of Completion for the method in the Method View.
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Saving a Method

You will save the method you’ve just created.

To save your method:

1 Select File > Save > Method.

2 In Method Name, type the file name under which your method will be saved. For this chapter, 
type Getting Started Tutorial (Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10  Save Method

Biomek i-Series Concept

Methods can be saved at any time during their development. Saving a method automatically 
checks in the method, creating a record of the revision that preserves the method 
configuration at the time it was saved. Revisions may be accessed from the revision history 
at a later time. If any project items, such as labware definitions or techniques, change after 
the method is saved, when the method is opened next, the latest definitions are used. Refer 
to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual (PN B56358), Saving a Method and 
Viewing Method History for the more information.



1
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Running the Method on Hardware
To run the method on the physical instrument:

1 Before running the method on Hardware (on your physical instrument), you will need to home 
all axes: 

From the Method tab, in the Execution group, select  (Home All Axes). A window appears, 

showing a list of warnings.

NOTE Choosing Home All Axes homes all of the axes for all pods.

2 Choose OK after confirming that the Warning has been addressed appropriately.

NOTE Other Warnings may also appear depending upon the type of heads and deck configuration of the 

Biomek i-Series instrument. Respond to all warnings appropriately and choose OK to continue.

3 Click on the  (Run) icon on the Quick Access Toolbar. 

OR

From the Method tab, in the Execution group, choose  (Run). 
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WARNING
Risk of equipment damage or contamination. Always verify that the physical 
instrument setup matches the instrument setup in Biomek Software. Inaccurate 
instrument setup can result in inappropriate pipetting or pod collision, resulting 
in equipment damage or hazardous waste spills.

4 Visually confirm the physical deck and pod setup, including labware placement and tip state on 
the pod, matches the Deck Confirmation Prompt (Figure 1.13) before continuing with the 
method.

IMPORTANT Biomek Software will not produce an error if the Biomek Software deck does not match the 

physical instrument deck. Be sure to carefully read the confirmation prompt and follow the 
instructions prior to choosing OK.

Figure 1.13  Deck Confirmation Prompt

5 If the physical deck does not match the deck shown, move or place labware on the deck so that 
it does match. Alternatively, you may choose Abort and adjust the Instrument Setup step to 
match your physical deck setup.

6 When the physical deck setup matches the deck shown, choose OK. The method runs as soon as 
you choose OK.

1. The deck setup is displayed here. Make sure that the correct labware is placed on the deck 
and the instrument matches what the software expects.
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7 If necessary, re-save the method.

8 Select File > Close Method. Now go to CHAPTER 2, Multichannel Pod — Using More Steps in a 

Method to learn how to use more steps in a method.
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CHAPTER 2

Multichannel Pod — Using More Steps
in a Method

Introduction to Using More Steps in a Method

In the first chapter of this tutorial, you learned how to:

 • Build a liquid-transfer method.

 • Save, run, and check in a method.

TIP Click on the Finish step to validate the method after configuring or changing a step; this practice helps 
you to quickly identify and resolve errors. Saving the method at regular intervals, especially after adding 
new steps or editing steps of the method is highly recommended.

What You’ll Learn in This Chapter
This chapter will help you develop the skills to create basic transfer methods for tasks such as 
reaction setup and reformatting from one destination to another; for example, transferring liquid 
from 96 to 384-well plates. You will also learn how to pause the system to add more labware to the 
deck and handle errors. The process for creating the method in this chapter is presented below. All 
of these topics are covered in detail in this chapter.

Instrument Setup for Using More Steps in a Method
For this tutorial, you will be setting up labware on the deck to learn how to incorporate them into 
your methods.
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Setting Up the Deck
Using what you learned in CHAPTER 1, Multichannel Pod — Getting Started with Biomek Software, 
launch Biomek Software, create a new method (File > New > Method), add an Instrument Setup step, 
and configure the following:

1 Place BC80 tip boxes on TL3 and TL4.

2 Place BCFlat96 plates on P3 and P4 and name them Source1 and Source2. Give these source 
plates a Known volume of 150 μL of Water.

3 Place a CostarFlat384Square on P8 and name it Dest. Give this destination plate a Known volume 
of 0 μL.
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Appearance of the Deck for This Tutorial
Your deck setup should look like Figure 2.1. Now go to the next activity to learn how to create a 
method using other steps in your methods. 

Figure 2.1  Completed Instrument Setup Step

Transferring Liquid from Multiple Sources to a Single Destination

To transfer liquid from one or more sources to a single destination, a Combine step is used. It is 
similar to a Transfer step which uses a single source and one or more destinations.

Like the Transfer step, the Combine step will by default complete the following:

 • load tips 

 • aspirate liquid 

 • dispense liquid

 • unload tips 
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For this activity, you will use the default tip handling, configure the two sources, configure the 
destination, and configure transfer details. The configured Combine step will transfer the sources 
from two 96-well source plates to a 384-well destination plate.

Configuring Tip Handling
To set up the Combine step, you will insert the Combine step in the Method View and use the default 
settings for Tip Handling.

1 Ensure your deck is configured according to the instructions in Instrument Setup for Using More 

Steps in a Method.

2 Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View.

3 From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Basic Liquid Handling group, select the  

(Combine) step to insert it in the Method View.

4 Verify that the correct pod is selected in the Use pod field. If it needs to be changed, select the 
correct pod from the drop-down.

5 In Tip Handling (in the Configuration View), make sure Load is checked.

6 Make sure the type of tip displayed is BC80, the type you configured in Instrument Setup.

7 Make sure unload them is selected in the next field.

8 Make sure Wash tips in is not selected. Tip washing will not be included in this method.

9 Check Change tips between sources and make sure Change tips between destinations is not 
checked. 
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10 Collapse Tip Handling. Your main editor should look like Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2  Combine Step Inserted and Tip Handling Collapsed

Configuring Source Labware
To configure the two 96-well plates from which you’re going to aspirate:

1 Click on Click here to add a source (Figure 2.2).

2 Click on Source1, sitting on P3.

3 In the volume field, designate the amount of liquid to be aspirated. For this method, you’re 
aspirating 40 μL, so type 40 into the volume field.
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4 In the Technique drop-down, select the MC technique.

5 Click on Click here to add a Destination. You will configure the destination in the next section, 
but must choose it here to activate another source option.

6 Click on the next Click here to add a source.

7 Click on Source2 sitting on P4 and type 20 into the volume field.
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8 In the Technique drop-down, select the MC technique.

The source plates are now configured, and the editor should now look like Figure 2.3.

TIP The well volume display shows how much liquid is in the well. If the liquid is not visible in the display, 

you might be accidentally trying to aspirate from an empty destination rather than a source.

Figure 2.3  Source Labware for Combine Step Configured

1. Well Volume Display
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Configuring Destination Labware
The next task is to designate where you want to dispense the aspirated liquid. For this method, you 
want to dispense into Dest on deck position P8. To accomplish this:

1 Click anywhere in the Destination configuration.

2 Click on Dest on deck position P8.

3 In the Technique drop-down, select the MC technique.

4 If Transfer Details is not opened, click on the arrow next to it.
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5 Choose Destinations from the Stop when finished with drop-down list (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4  Stop When Finished with Destinations Chosen

That’s it. You’ve just configured a Combine step to aspirate liquid from two sources in order to 
dispense it to a single destination.

The Combine step uses the Source and Destination configurations and the stop condition to 
configure a series of operations. When the method is executed, the Combine step will transfer 
liquid from each of the source plates in duplicate to two quadrants of the 384-well destination 
plate. (For example, 40 μL is transferred from source plate1 to quadrants 1 and 2 on the 
destination plate and 20 μL from source plate2 is transferred to quadrants 3 and 4 on the 
destination plate.) Later in this chapter, you will transfer to specific quadrants of a 384-well 
microplate using a 96-channel head.

6 Click on the Finish step to validate the method, and then save the method with a unique name.

Go to the next activity to learn how to mix the liquid in the destination plate after dispensing.
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Mixing Contents in Labware

In the Transfer and Combine steps, you can alter liquid-handling functions that extend beyond 
simple aspirating and dispensing. For example, you can turn off the tip touch feature, activate the 
pre-wet function, or configure mixing operations. These modifications are accomplished through 
customizing the technique and are used to control the pipetting process. 

NOTE A technique instructs the instrument how to perform pipetting operations, such as an aspirate, 

dispense, and mix.

Let’s suppose you wish to mix the contents of the destination plate once liquid from the two sources 
has been dispensed.

To complete this task:

1 Click on the Combine step in the Method View.

2 Click the Dest labware in the Current Instrument Display, or click in the gray area around the 
destination configuration. This expands the destination labware configuration.

Biomek i-Series Concept

Techniques are sets of predefined and stored values, including aspirate and dispense height, 
tip touch and other properties that affect pipetting. Based upon these stored sets of values 
and properties, the appropriate pipetting technique is selected automatically when you 
choose the Auto-Select option. If you want control over this automatic function, you can 
choose a custom height for each source and destination in a liquid transfer. The change here 
will only affect that Transfer step in the specific method (i.e., a local change). Project 
changes can be made and/or new techniques can be created via the Technique Editor; refer 
to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual, PN B56358, Understanding and Creating 
Techniques, for additional information.
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3 In the Destination configuration, select Customize. The Technique Editor opens to the Dispense 
tab (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5  Dispense Tab of the Technique Editor

Configuring “Mix after dispensing liquid”
Now, you will configure the options to mix the contents in the destination after dispensing.

To mix after dispensing:

1 From the Dispense tab (Figure 2.5), check Mix after dispensing liquid. The fields for this option 
are enabled. We’ll allow some of the defaults to remain except for the amount and number of 
times to mix. 

2 In the Mix field, enter 15. This specifies the amount of microliters that will be aspirated and 
dispensed during mixing.
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3 In the next field enter 2 to specify the number of times you want to mix the liquid after 
dispensing. You’re finished configuring the mix after dispensing process. The Technique Editor 
should now look similar to Figure 2.6.

IMPORTANT Pipetting from the Bottom can sometimes cause wells to overflow, or it can contaminate 

the tips. For best results, mixing in a bottom-to-top pattern is optimal; for example, you should 
aspirate at 1 mm from the Bottom, and dispense at 0 mm from the Liquid. The idea is to not stay 
at a static height for mixing procedures. This is a concern for this tutorial only if you are running on 
hardware; if so, change the configuration to Aspirate at 2 mm from the bottom and Dispense 
at 0 mm from the liquid.

Figure 2.6  Configured Mix in a Custom Technique

4 Choose OK to close the Technique Editor.

After you configure the mix operation and return to the Combine step configuration, you see a 
 icon, indicating that the technique now includes mixing. This is one of several icons that 

indicate the different procedures in the pipetting technique. You will also notice that your 
technique now says [Custom]. A Technique should be saved if you customized it using the 
Customize button. To save the Technique, click the Save As button, located above the Technique 
drop-down; enter a name for the new technique, and then select OK. This will allow you to use 
the Technique again in subsequent steps or other methods within the project.
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Moving Labware Around the Deck

On the Setup & Devices Steps tab, in the Biomek group, you can see a  (Move Labware) step 

icon. When you insert and configure this step in your method, the gripper/Multichannel pod 
behaves as follows:

 • The pod moves adjacent to the selected labware, and then the gripper moves down.

 • The gripper fingers slide around the labware and then clasp it, securing its grip.

 • The gripper moves up and carries the labware to the designated position.

 • The gripper moves down, and the gripper fingers release the labware at the new position.

NOTE For information on required clearance when moving labware, see the Biomek i-Series Software 
Reference Manual (PN B56358), Understanding Labware Adjacency Rules.

Moving Labware Using the Gripper
For this part of the tutorial, let’s suppose that you wish to move a plate to another part of the deck 
to make room to add a different plate.

To move labware on the deck:

1 Highlight the Combine step in the Method View.
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2 On the Setup & Devices Steps tab, in the Biomek group, select the  (Move Labware) step to 

insert it into the Method View after the Combine step. The Move Labware configuration appears 
(Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7  Move Labware Step Configuration

3 Choose P8 to populate the Move labware from field.

4 Choose P4 to populate the to field.

5 In Holding the labware with, select A1 near the gripper. 

NOTE Grasping the A1 near side means that the gripper would slide in from the left side. Ensure 

appropriate clearance is available when choosing the side to grasp (see the Biomek i-Series 
Automated Workstation Reference Manual (PN B56358), Understanding Labware Adjacency Rules 
for more information in required clearance).
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6 Keep Move the entire stack of labware selected. 

7 Now, click on the Finish step in the Method View following the Move Labware step to validate 
the method.

OOPS!!! All the red you see indicates an error (Figure 2.8). But that’s all right — just keep going 
in this tutorial to recover.

Figure 2.8  Main Editor With Error Displayed
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Responding to an Error Message

For this activity, you’ll learn how to locate and respond to the error message you just received.

Locating the Error
Biomek Software alerts you to errors in several ways, including:

 • The step with the error appears in red in the Method View when any step following the error is 
highlighted.

 • A tool tip describes the error when you hover the cursor over the step causing the error.

 • An associated error message is displayed in the Status Bar at the bottom of the editor.

 • The error is displayed in red in the Error Bar, which is just above the Status Bar.

There are other errors that state the problem, which is displayed in an error message box. Refer to 
the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual (PN B56358), Handling and Preventing Errors, for more 
information on errors.

Correcting the Error
In this tutorial, the error message is You cannot stack labware of class CostarFlat384Square on 
labware of class BCFlat96 at deck position P4. This means you’ve added a method step that has not 
yet been configured in the software to stack labware; thus the software will not allow it. You’ll learn 
more about stacking labware on top of other labware in CHAPTER 3, Multichannel Pod — Using 

Individual Steps to Transfer Liquid and Handle Labware. So for now, we’ll correct the error by moving 
the labware to a different, unoccupied position.

To correct the stacking error:

1 Click on the Move Labware step in the Method View.

2 In the to field, change the position to P1. 

3 Click the Finish step again in the Method View.

There, the error has been corrected.

Biomek Software continually validates the steps as you progress through building your 
methods. When you highlight any step, the steps above that point in the method will be 
validated. If an error is encountered, the step causing the error will be highlighted in red.
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Adding Labware During a Method Run

Suppose that you want to add another reagent to the destination plate, but you don’t want to place 
the second reagent on the deck until after the first Transfer is complete (perhaps it can only be 
exposed to light or open air for a very short time). You can do this by adding a second Instrument 
Setup step to your method to indicate to the software that there is more labware now on the deck.

But before you add a second Instrument Setup step, you will:

 • Move the pod to a new location by configuring a Move Pod step to make sure the pod is moved 
to a part of the deck where it won’t prevent you from physically adding more labware.

 • Pause the system by configuring a Pause step to give you enough time to physically add more 
labware.

Moving the Pod to a New Location

The  (Move Pod) step, which is located on the Setup & Devices Steps tab, in the Biomek group, 

repositions the pod away from the positions on the deck you want to reach manually. Since you are 
going to be adding more labware to the deck to prepare for another liquid transfer, you will need to 
move the pod away from the deck locations affected before pausing the instrument and adding 
more labware.

Configuring the Move Pod Step
To configure the Move Pod step:

1 Insert the Move Pod step in the Method View after the Move Labware step (Figure 2.9).
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2 From the Location drop-down, choose WS1. This instructs the pod to move and stop over the 
96-Channel Wash Station ALP (WS1) (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9  Configured Move Pod Step

3 Click Finish to validate the method.
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Pausing the System
The system can be paused during a method run for either a specified amount of time or indefinitely 

by adding and configuring a  (Pause) step. Depending on the purpose of the pause, you 

configure the step in one of the following ways:

 • If you want to incubate a piece of labware in a specific position for a specific amount of time, 
you need to configure the desired time in seconds that you want that position to be idle and 
unavailable for interaction with the instrument.

 • If you want to move labware manually during a method (i.e., remove the plate from the deck to 
centrifuge it or add labware and/or sensitive reagents to the deck for the next steps, etc.), you 
configure the step to pause the system for an indefinite period of time.

Configuring the Pause Step
You will configure the Pause step to pause the system until user intervention, during which you will 
add more labware to the deck manually. The software will display a message on top of the main 
editor until you complete your manual operations, at which time it will resume the method run.

To configure the Pause step for an indefinite amount of time:

1 Select the Move Pod step in the Method View.

2 From the Control Steps tab, in the Flow group, select the  (Pause) icon to insert it into the 

Method View.

3 Choose Pause the whole system and display this message:

4 Type in the message: Remove the two used tip boxes at TL3 and TL4 and place a new BC80 tip box 
on TL3. Place a reservoir containing a Known volume of 100000 μL water at P8. The main editor 
should now look like Figure 2.10.

TIP If you physically move the pod during a Pause step, then when you choose OK on the prompt to un 

pause the system, the pod returns to the correct place to continue the method.
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Figure 2.10  Pause Configuration With Message Inserted

5 Click Finish to validate the method.

When the method is run, either live or in Simulation mode, you will see a prompt similar to 
Figure 2.11 that will remain displayed until you choose OK.

Figure 2.11  Pause Prompt Displaying the Configured Message
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Adding a Second Instrument Setup Step

Now that you have prepared to add more labware to the deck during a method, you are ready to 
configure a second Instrument Setup step. You will insert a second Instrument Setup step after the 
Pause step. The second Instrument Setup step not only indicates the current state of the deck, but it 
also allows you to add more labware.

To configure the second Instrument Setup step:

1 Insert an Instrument Setup step into the Method View below the User Pause step. This opens a 
second Instrument Setup step configuration.

2 Click Toggle under the As Is button. This lets the software know that all deck positions are to 
remain as they are. The main editor should now look like Figure 2.12.

NOTE Information, such as data sets and volume, are retained when the labware is toggled.

Figure 2.12  Adding an Instrument Setup Step and Toggling All Deck Positions As Is
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3 Select  and then click on TL3 and TL4. This removes the used tip boxes. Now the main 

editor should look like Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13  Using Clear to Remove Used Tip Boxes

Adding Labware to the Deck
Now you will add the labware to prepare for next liquid-handling process which is a Transfer step 
using the 96-Channel Multichannel Head with 384-well labware. For this next liquid-handling 
process, you will need to add another tip box and an additional source reservoir. This new labware 
was what you configured to display when the instrument paused for manual placement.

TIP Even though the software finds tips automatically, you have to ensure there are enough tips on the deck 

to do the job. If you don’t, you will get an error message.

1 Place a BC80 tip box on TL3.
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2 Place a Reservoir on P8 and configure it to have a Known volume of 100000 of Water.

Now you are ready to configure your next liquid-handling procedure using the 96-Channel 
Multichannel pod with 384-well plates.

Transferring to 384-Well Plates Using a 96-Channel Pod

Biomek Software gives you the ability to transfer liquid between 96-well and 384-well plates using a 
96-channel head or 384-well and 1536-well plates using a 384-channel head. You can select 
quadrants in microplates as sources or destinations.

An illustration of the quadrants is displayed in Figure 2.14.

Biomek i-Series Concept

Quadrants allow a 96-channel head to access 96 wells in a 384-well plate, or a 384-channel 
head to access 384 wells of a 1536-well microplate, simultaneously. The 384-well and 
1536-well microplates are divided into four sets of equally spaced wells or quadrants. Using 
quadrants, it would take four passes of the Multichannel pod to access all wells of a 
microplate.

Figure 2.14  Illustration of the Quadrants in a 
384-Well Microplate

Quadrant Quadrant 
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1

pst
3
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Configuring Quadrants in a Transfer Step
To learn how to use and configure quadrants, you will need to add and configure a new Transfer step 
to the method after the second Instrument Setup step.

1 Insert a new Transfer step after the second Instrument Setup step in the Method View. The 
Transfer step configuration appears.

2 In Tip Handling, make sure that Change tips between sources and Change tips between 
destinations are deselected. This will mean that only one box of tips is used to complete this 
transfer.

3 Select the Reservoir on P8 as the source labware.

4 In the Technique drop-down, select the MC technique.

5 Select Dest on P1 as the destination labware and specify a volume of 50 μL.

6 In the Technique drop-down, select the MC technique.

7 Double click on the graphic of Dest to zoom in. This is where you will select Quadrant 1 and 
Quadrant 4.

8 Click the first well of the first column and first row. Quadrant 1 is selected.

Quadrant Quadrant 

pst
2

pst
4
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9 Hold down the (Ctrl) key and click on any well that is in Quadrant 4. The main editor should look 
like Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15  Quadrants 1 and 4 Chosen in Destination Labware

10 Choose Zoom Out. The graphic returns to the zoom out display.

11 Highlight the Finish step to validate the method.

12 Select File > Save As > Method and give the method a new name; for example, 
Tutorial_Test_Method_MC Combine.

13 Run the method to see how the Multichannel pod transfers liquid using quadrants.

1. Close Zoom Out here.
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As you can see, all the steps in the Method View make your method look complex. Go to the next 
section to learn what you can do about that.

Using a Group Step

To prevent your method from appearing too complex, you can group steps together logically under 
one heading by inserting the Group step into the Method View. This group of steps is hidden in the 
Method View under the name that you’ve given it during configuration of the Group step.

Configuring the Group Step
For this activity, you will group under one heading the Move Pod, Pause, and Instrument Setup steps 
you already have in your method. These steps are all associated with the preparation for the liquid 
transfer using quadrants.

To group these steps:

1 If necessary, open the method you just saved and work from this method.

2 Select the Move Labware step in the Method View.

3 From the Control Steps tab, in the Basic Control group, select  (Group) step to insert it into 

the Method View after the Move Labware step.

Biomek i-Series Concept

The Group step allows you to “nest” a series of connected steps together, and give the group 
a logical name that appears in your Method View. Then, when you open your method, the 
Group step appears collapsed with the connected steps hidden. This makes the method 
appear shorter, and it allows you to see more of the method without scrolling the Method 
View up or down. You simply double-click on the Group step in the Method View to expand it 
and expose the nested steps.
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4 In the Group Label field in the step configuration, enter Pause to add labware. After the Group 
step is configured and another step later in the method is highlighted, it will be named in the 
Method View whatever it has been labeled in Group Label. In this example, the Group step will 
be named Pause to add labware in the Method View (Figure 2.16).

TIP If you want to use a configured Group step in other methods, right click on the step, and select Save 
as Preconfigured Step. The first time a preconfigured step is added to the software, the 
Preconfigured Steps tab appears on the ribbon, with the newly saved step. This option allows you 
to reuse configured steps in other methods within the project. For additional information on 
managing preconfigured steps, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual (PN B56358), 
Saving Configured Steps.

Figure 2.16  Configured Group Step

5 Highlight the Move Pod step, then drag and drop it into the Group step above End Group.

1. Group step with Group Label showing in the Method View.
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6 Repeat step 5 for the User Pause, and then the second Instrument Setup step. Make sure the 
nested steps are in the order shown on Figure 2.17 since it’s easy to get the steps out of order 
when you are dragging and dropping them.

Now the Move Pod, User Pause, and second Instrument Setup steps are nested logically within a 
Group step (Figure 2.17). You can expand and collapse this step as desired by double clicking on 
the Group step.

Figure 2.17  Configured Group Step with Nested Steps Expanded

TIP Like the Group step, the Comment step (Figure 2.17) does not initiate any actions on the 
instrument. It is used to provide descriptive information and notes in the Method View for a method. 
Refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual (PN B56358), Comment Step.

7 Click the Finish step to validate the method.

8 Save the method.
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CHAPTER 3

Multichannel Pod — Using Individual Steps
to Transfer Liquid and Handle Labware

Introduction to Using Individual Steps

To successfully complete the activities in this chapter, you will already need to know how to 
complete the following, which were covered in the previous two chapters:

 • Transfer liquid from two sources to a single destination.

 • Mix contents in labware.

 • Move labware on the deck using the gripper tool on the Multichannel pod.

 • Respond to errors.

 • Add more labware to the deck once a method has started to run.

 • Use the Multichannel pod with a 96-channel head with 384-well plates.

 • Group steps logically in the Method View.

What You’ll Learn in this Chapter
This chapter will help you enhance your method-building skills to create more advanced methods 
using variables to “loop” or repeat tasks. You will also learn how to optimize deck space using stacks 
and lidded plates and how to conserve tip usage by washing tips. The process for creating the 
method in this chapter is presented below. All of these topics are covered in detail in this chapter.
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Setting Up Your Deck for Using Individual Steps
Using what you learned in CHAPTER 1, Multichannel Pod — Getting Started with Biomek Software, 
create a new method, add an Instrument Setup step, and configure the following:

1 Place a BC80 tip box on TL2.

2 Place a BCFlat96 microplate on P2. In Labware Properties, name it Source1, and then configure 
it to contain a Known volume of 300 μL of Water.

3 Place a CostarFlat384Square microplate on P7. Name it Dest1 and configure it to contain a 
Known volume of 0 μL.

Your deck should look like Figure 3.1. Now go to the next activity to learn how to create a new 
method using separate Multichannel Aspirate and Multichannel Dispense steps.
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Figure 3.1  Initial Instrument Setup for Using Individual Steps

Using Individual Steps to Transfer Liquid

In previous chapters, when you wanted to transfer liquid from one plate to another, you used the 
Transfer and Combine steps to perform all the necessary actions — loading tips, aspirating and 
dispensing liquid, and unloading tips. Sometimes, however, you want more control over these 
actions; for example, precise control over the order in which samples are transferred or when tips 
are loaded, unloaded, and washed.

When you need more control over the liquid transfer operation than the Transfer and Combine steps 
provide, you can configure liquid transfers using individual steps. Unlike the Transfer and Combine 
steps, these individual steps each perform only one task (i.e., aspirate, dispense, load tips, wash tips, 
or unload tips). 

In this section, you will use the Multichannel Aspirate and Multichannel Dispense steps to transfer 
liquid from the 96-well source plate to the 384-well destination plate.
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Aspirating Liquid Using the Multichannel Aspirate Step
You can use the Multichannel Aspirate step to aspirate liquid from a microplate or reservoir.

Using the deck you created in Setting Up Your Deck for Using Individual Steps, you will aspirate liquid 
from the 96-well plate using the Multichannel Aspirate step, as instructed below:

1 In the Method View, select the Instrument Setup step.

2 From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Multichannel group, select the  (Multichannel 

Aspirate) step.

TIP Make sure you use the Multichannel Aspirate step, and not a Span-8 Aspirate step which is used 
only with the Span-8 pod.

3 In the Current Instrument Display, click on Source1 to select it as the labware from which to 
aspirate.

4 In Volume, enter 60 μL.

5 Select Refresh Tips (Figure 3.2). This means that at the beginning of the step, before aspirating 
from the source plate, the pod will load new tips.

TIP If tips are already loaded, it unloads those tips (along with any liquid in those tips if they are not 

empty) and loads new tips prior to aspirating. This option should be used only when there are either 
no tips loaded or the tips are empty.
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6 In the Technique field, select MC from the drop-down. Your Multichannel Aspirate step 
configuration should now look like Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2  Multichannel Aspirate Step Configured
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Dispensing Liquid Using the Multichannel Dispense Step
Now that you have aspirated some liquid, you need to dispense it into another piece of labware. In 
this tutorial, you will dispense the aspirated liquid into one quadrant of a 384-well plate.

To dispense previously aspirated liquid:

1 Select the Multichannel Aspirate step in the Method View.

2 From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Multichannel group, select the  (Multichannel 

Dispense) icon.

TIP Make sure you use a Multichannel Dispense step, and not a Span-8 Dispense step which is used 

only with the Span-8 pod.

3 In the Current Instrument Display, click on Dest1 to select it as the destination.

4 If necessary, in Volume, enter 60 μL. You will dispense the full amount of liquid you aspirated 
earlier in the Multichannel Aspirate step.

5 In the Technique field, select MC from the drop-down. 

6 Right click on the tip graphic, and then select Custom Height from the menu that appears.

a. In Height, enter 2.

b. in from, choose Bottom from the drop down.

c. Select OK.
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7 In the graphic of the 384-well plate, select the second quadrant. Your Multichannel Dispense 
step configuration should look like Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3  Multichannel Dispense Step Configured

8 Select the Finish step to validate the method.

9 Select File > Save As > Method, name it Tutorial Method 3 MC Asp Dis, and then select OK. 

10 Run the method in Simulation mode.  

NOTE Methods should be saved after each verification. Biomek Software does NOT auto-save while 
building methods. Several methods will be used in future tutorial exercises .
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You have now configured a simple method that aspirates from a 96-well source plate and 
dispenses into one quadrant of a 384-well destination plate using individual steps. If you like, 
you can run this method on your instrument or in the simulator (refer to CHAPTER 1, 
Multichannel Pod — Getting Started with Biomek Software, for more information on how to do 
this).

In the next section, you will reconfigure this simple method to use a variable for the volume to 
aspirate and dispense.

Using Variables in a Method

A variable is a value that has been assigned a name. Variables allow more flexibility in programming 
methods. Through the use of variables, specific parameters can easily be changed from run to run 
or during development.

You will now create a variable for the volume to transfer and use it in the Multichannel Aspirate and 
Multichannel Dispense steps. This includes:

 • Creating a Variable in the Start Step

 • Using a Variable in Step Configurations

 • Changing the Value of a Variable at Run Time

Creating a Variable in the Start Step

The  (Start) step, in addition to being the first step in the method, can be used to create 
and name variables that can be used throughout the method. Variables named in a Start step can be 
used in configuring other steps in the method. 

There are other steps in Biomek Software where variables can be created; however, variables created 
in those steps are confined to a specific step or group of steps and are defined as Local Variables. 
Their values cannot be modified using the Start step, and they persist until the end of the defined 
range. You will work with local variables later in the chapter with the Loop step.

You will now create a variable for the volume to transfer using the Start step.

Biomek i-Series Concept

Using variables provide several advantages:

 • If you want to change a value that is used in several places within a method, you can 
change it in one place and it is automatically changed everywhere that variable is used.

 • The value of a variable can be set at run time and the method is automatically updated 
appropriately.

 • Decisions can be made at run time based on the value of a variable (you will do this in 
the next chapter).
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To create a variable in the Start step:

1 If necessary, open the method you just saved.

2 Select the Start step in the method view to display its configuration.

3 In Variable Name, enter: Vol

TIP Variable names must begin with a letter, may only use alphanumeric characters (0-9, A-Z) and the 

underscore (_), and may not exceed 255 characters. Variable names are not case sensitive.

4 In Value, enter 60. Your Start configuration should look like Figure 3.4. You have created a 
variable named Vol that has a value of 60. 

Figure 3.4  Vol Variable Created in the Start Step
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Using a Variable in Step Configurations
You will now use the Vol variable you created in the Start step to configure the volume to transfer 
in the Multichannel Aspirate and Multichannel Dispense steps.

1 Select the Aspirate from Source1 step.

2 In Volume, enter =Vol (including the equal sign), as shown in Figure 3.5. Variables are always 
preceded by an equal sign when entering them into a step configuration field. When the 
method is run, Vol is replaced by the value of the variable; in this case, 60.

TIP Variable names are not case sensitive, so entering the name VOL, vol, Vol, or VoL are all evaluated 

the same.

Figure 3.5  Using the Variable Vol to Configure the Volume
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3 Select the Dispense to Dest1 step and enter =Vol in Volume. The method is now configured to 
transfer a volume equal to the variable Vol. 
To change the volume you want to transfer, you would change the value of the variable Vol in 
the Start step. The Volume specified in both the Multichannel Aspirate and 
Multichannel Dispense steps would then automatically be updated when the value of Vol is 
substituted at run time.

Changing the Value of a Variable at Run Time
Since the value of a variable can be changed throughout the method by changing the value of the 
variable in the Start step, it makes it easy to quickly reconfigure methods that are similar except for 
one or two items.

For variables that are created in the Start step, you can configure Biomek Software to prompt you 
to specify a value for the variable at run time. When configured to do this, a prompt appears for each 
variable when the method is run. The value that you entered for the variable in the Start step is now 
the default value for the variable. You can use that value by choosing OK, or enter a new value and 
choose OK to change the value of the variable. The method run then uses the specified value for the 
variable and updates the method accordingly.

To specify the value of a variable at run time:

1 Select the Start step.
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2 Select the Prompt check box for the variable Vol. Your Start configuration should now look like 
Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6  Prompting for Value of a Variable

3 Run the method. A prompt appears allowing you enter a value for the variable (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7  Prompt to Specify the Value of a Variable

4 Enter 50 and choose OK. If you run the method on your instrument, you should notice that 50 μL 
was transferred into each well, not 60.
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5 Save the method. You can change the method name by entering a new name in the Method 
Name field. Select OK when finished.

In the next section, you will learn to use variables and a Loop step to perform repeated actions in 
order to aspirate from four different source plates and dispense into all four quadrants of a 384-well 
plate.

Repeating Liquid Transfer Steps Using a Loop

The Loop step enables you to repeat one or more steps for multiple cycles. Each cycle or iteration 
repeats the steps contained inside the Loop. An optional variable may also be created in the Loop 
step. This variable is assigned a start and end value and increments in regular intervals with each 
cycle of the Loop.

In this section, you will modify the method to use a Loop step to aspirate from four different 96-well 
source plates to each of the four quadrants of the 384-well destination plate. In completing this task, 
you will create a variable in the Loop step and use this variable to reconfigure the Multichannel 
Aspirate and Multichannel Dispense steps as the liquid transfer actions are repeated during method 
execution.

To do this, you will need to:

 • add more plates to the deck in the Instrument Setup step (refer to Modifying the Instrument 

Setup).

 • use a Loop step to repeat the aspirate and dispense actions (refer to Repeating Actions Using the 

Loop Step).

Modifying the Instrument Setup
In order to transfer liquid from four source plates to the 384-well destination, you need to have four 
96-well source plates on the deck. You will now modify your initial Instrument Setup step to include 
four source plates.

To modify the Instrument Setup step:

1 If necessary, open the method you just saved.

Biomek i-Series Concept

The Loop step repeats the nested step or steps until its End value is exceeded. For the first 
cycle of a Loop, its value is the Start value. After completing all steps inside the loop, the 
value changes by the Increment and the steps are repeated again. This process repeats until 
the Increment changes the value to be greater than the End value.
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2 Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View to display its configuration.

3 Right-click the Source1 source plate at position P2 and select Copy. When you copy labware like 
this, all of the labware properties for that piece of labware, including the name and volume 
information, are also copied.

4 Click on the empty positions P3, P4, and P5 to paste copies of Source1 at those positions.

5 Rename the Source1 labware at positions P3, P4 and P5 to Source2, Source3, and Source4, 
respectively. You should now have four 96-well source plates in positions P2, P3, P4 and P5 
named Source1 to Source4 (see Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8  Modifying the Instrument Setup Step to Add More Sources
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Repeating Actions Using the Loop Step
Biomek Software internally tracks the value of the Loop for each cycle, and Start, End, and Increment 
values are specified. If desired, a name can be assigned to the Loop value to create a variable. This 
variable can then be used like any other variable to configure steps, but can only be used with steps 
contained within the Loop step.

To repeat the Multichannel Aspirate and Multichannel Dispense steps:

1 Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View.

2 From the Control Steps tab, in the Flow group, select the  (Loop) icon to insert the step in 

the Method View. The Loop and End Loop icons appear in the Method View, and the Loop step 
configuration is displayed.

3 In Variable, enter quad. This will create a variable named quad that can be used to configure 
steps within the Loop.

4 In Start, enter 1. This will be the initial value assigned to the variable quad on the first iteration 
of the loop.

5 In End, enter 4. This will be the final value for the variable quad. When the value of quad exceeds 
the End value, the Loop step ends and the remainder of the method continues.
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6 In Increment, enter 1. The Increment value is how much the value for the variable quad changes 
with each iteration of the Loop. Your Loop step configuration should look like Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9  Loop Step for Repeating Aspirate and Dispense

7 Drag the Multichannel Aspirate and Multichannel Dispense steps between the Loop and End Loop 
icons.

NOTE If you click on the Finish step at this time, you will get an error, as the Loop step is not yet 
completed.
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Using Variables in Expressions
Now that you have configured the Loop step to create the variable quad and placed the 
Multichannel Aspirate and Multichannel Dispense steps inside the Loop, you can use the variable 
quad to reconfigure the Multichannel Aspirate and Multichannel Dispense steps. You will now use the 
variable quad to configure:

 • the source plate from which to aspirate.

 • the quadrant on the destination plate to which to dispense.

Sometimes, however, the variable by itself is not enough, and you need to use an expression to 
modify the variable. This is the case to specify the source plate in the Multichannel Aspirate step. As 
you recall, the four 96-well source plates are named Source1, Source2, Source3, and Source4. The 
variable quad has values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 for each cycle of the loop.

To specify which plate to aspirate from, you need to prepend the word “Source” in front of the value 
for the variable quad. This can be accomplished using the operator&. This operator combines two 
strings. In this case, it will combine a constant string Source with the value of the variable quad. To 
do this:

1 In the Multichannel Aspirate step configuration, change the Position field to =“Source”&quad 
(including the equal sign and with no spaces), as shown in Figure 3.10. Values in quotes are text 
strings and are always evaluated as the same value.

Biomek i-Series Concept

Expressions combine text, numerical constants, and variables using operators to modify a 
variable. These operators may perform a number of mathematical operations or combine 
text strings. Just like with variables, the expression is evaluated and the resulting value is 
substituted for the expression at run time.
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Figure 3.10  Multichannel Aspirate Step Using Loop Variable Quad in an Expression

2 In the Multichannel Dispense step configuration, rather than specifying the wells to transfer to 
using the graphical representation of the 384-well plate, you will specify the destination wells 
using the variable quad. To do this, right-click on the graphical representation of the 384-well 
plate and choose Specify Selection as Text in the menu that appears. Text Selection is displayed 
(Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11  Text Selection
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3 In Text Selection, enter =quad. This will specify the quadrant into which to dispense. Make sure 
that Specify the targets with the expression below is selected. This means that for the first 
iteration of the loop, it will dispense into quadrant 1; for the next iteration, it will dispense into 
quadrant 2; and so on. 

4 Choose OK. 

The Multichannel Dispense step configuration looks like Figure 3.12. The graphical 
representation of the labware is grayed out to indicate that the target wells to dispense into are 
specified by text. 

Figure 3.12  Multichannel Dispense Step Inside the Loop
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Conserving Tips Using Individual Steps

As the method is currently configured, an error would result because there are not enough tip boxes 
on the deck. This is because the Multichannel Aspirate step tries to load tips for each iteration of the 
Loop, but there is only one tip box on the deck. There are several ways this could be fixed with either 
conserving tips and/or avoiding contamination:

 • If seeking to conserve tips, load the tips before the Loop and reuse them for each iteration of the 
Loop.

 • If seeking to avoid contamination, add the appropriate number of tip boxes to the deck for each 
dispense and the Multichannel Load Tips and Multichannel Unload Tips steps are inside the Loop.

 • If seeking to reduce tips and avoid contamination and have a wash ALP, wash the tips after the 
dispense of the same source.

TIP When dispensing the same reagent to multiple plates or multiple times (i.e., wash buffer), dispensing 

above the liquid allows you to avoid contaminating tips, thus conserving tips and/or the need to wash 
them.

TIP To avoid contamination, changing tips between the dispense and aspirate of different sources is highly 
recommended.

Conserving tips includes:

 • Loading and Unloading Tips Outside the Loop

 • Washing Tips Inside the Loop

Loading and Unloading Tips Outside the Loop
This portion of the method uses the same tips to perform multiple dispenses from the same source 
to one destination.

To load and unload tips outside of the Loop:

1 From the current method, edit the Instrument Setup step as follows:

a. Add a BC230 tip box to TL1.

b. Add an BCUpsideDownTipBoxLid (reservoir) to P12. Name it Buffer and configure with a 
Known volume of 120000 μL of Water.

2 In the Start step, uncheck the Prompt check box for the variable value.

3 Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View.
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4 From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Multichannel group, select the  (Multichannel 

Load Tips) icon to insert a Multichannel Load Tips step before the Loop step in the Method View.

5 In Tips, select BC230.

6 Select the Multichannel Aspirate step inside the Loop.

7 Select the reservoir labeled Buffer as the source plate, and change the volume to 100 μL.

8 Deselect the Refresh Tips check box. This tells the instrument to use whatever tips are already 
loaded to perform the aspirate instead of loading new tips at the start of the Multichannel 
Aspirate step.

9 Select the Multichannel Dispense step in the Method View and change the volume to 100 μL.
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10 Select the Finish step in the Method View, and then, from the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the 

Multichannel group, select the  (Multichannel Unload Tips) icon to insert a Multichannel 

Unload Tips step after the End Loop step. Your method should now look like Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13  Loading and Unloading Tips Outside the Loop

11 Click Finish to validate the method.

12 Save the method with the name: Tutorial Method 3 Loop_Tips

This method loads new tips, uses those same tips to perform four aspirate and dispense 
operations from the Loop, and unloads the tips after the last iteration of the Loop. 
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Washing Tips Inside the Loop
This is an example of a method that includes multiple dispense operations from different sources. 
Tips will be washed between the same sources inside the loop, but outside of the loop, tips are 
changed between different sources.

To wash tips between aspirate actions:

1 If necessary, open the previous method and select the Instrument Setup step in the Method 
View, and make the following changes to the step:

a. Add BC80 tip boxes to TL3, TL4, TL5.

b. Copy the Dest1 plate and place on the deck at P8 and name it Dest2.

The deck layout should now appear as shown in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14  Deck Layout for Washing Tips Inside a Loop

2 Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View.

3 From the Control Steps tab, in the Flow group, select the  (Loop) icon to insert the step into 

the Method View.

4 Configure the Loop step as follows:

a. In Variable, enter Quad.

b. In Start, enter 1.

Biomek i-Series Concept

The Multichannel Wash Tips step washes tips at the WashStation by aspirating and 
dispensing a specified volume of wash fluid a specified number of times. Typically, the wash 
ALP is used to rinse residue off the tip so that when it dries it does not plug the tip and the 
tip can be reused.
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c. In End, enter 4.

d. In Increment, enter 1.

This configures the Loop step to loop through the Source plates and the quadrants of the 
destination plates.

5 In the Method View, click on the Multichannel Load Tips step, and then (Shift)+  click on the 
Multichannel Unload Tips step just above the Finish step. This selects all steps under the Loop 
step you just added. Drag the selected group of steps between the Loop and End Loop icons for 
the Loop step added in Step 3.

6 Click on the Multichannel Load Tips step and choose BC80.

7 Click on the second (nested) Loop step in the Method View.

8 Modify the Loop step as follows:

a. In Variable, enter Step.

b. In Start, enter 1.

c. In End, enter 2.

d. In Increment, enter 1.

This configures the Loop step to loop through the destination plates.

9 Click on the Multichannel Aspirate step in the method view and reconfigure as follows:

a. In the Labware Type drop-down, select BCFlat96.

b. In Position, enter the expression: ="source"&Quad
c. Change the Volume to 60 μL.

10 Select the Multichannel Dispense step in the Method View and reconfigure as follows:

a. In Position, enter the expression: ="Dest"&Step
b. Change the Volume to 60 μL.

11 Select the Multichannel Dispense step in the Method View.

12 From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Multichannel group, select the  (Multichannel 

Wash Tips) icon to insert it between the Multichannel Dispense and End Loop steps in the Method 
View.
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13 In Volume, enter 110%. This means that for each wash cycle, a volume equal to 1.1x the total 
volume that was aspirated and dispensed is used to clean the tips. For example, if 100 μL was 
aspirated, the tips will be washed with 110 μL.

TIP It is recommended to wash tips with more than the amount that was aspirated, as this ensures that 

the entire tip is washed of the aspirated liquid.

14 In Wash Cycles, enter 3. This is the number of times that the Volume of wash fluid is aspirated 
and dispensed to clean the tips.

15 In the Technique drop-down, select MC Active Wash. Your method should now look like 
Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15  Wash Step Configuration
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16 Select the Finish step to validate the method.

17 Run method in Simulation mode, and then save it as Tutorial Test Method Wash; choose OK when 
finished.

Using Lids in a Method

In CHAPTER 2, Multichannel Pod — Using More Steps in a Method you learned about using the Move 
Labware step to move labware on the deck. Another use of the Move Labware step is to remove lids 
from lidded microplates or tip boxes. In this section, you will modify the method you saved earlier 
in this chapter to use a lidded 384-well plate for the destination.

To use lids in a method:

1 Open the method saved as Tutorial Method 3 Loop_Tips.

2 Select the Instrument Setup step.

3 In Labware Category, select Lid to display only the lids.
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4 Drag a CostarFlat384SquareLid on top of the Dest1 plate located on position P7. Your Instrument 
Setup should now look like Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16  Modifying Instrument Setup Step to Add a Lid

5 To remove the lid as part of the method, insert a Move Labware step (located on the Setup & 
Devices Steps tab, in the Biomek group) immediately after the Instrument Setup step.

6 Configure the Move Labware step to Move labware from P7 to P6.

7 In Holding the labware with, select A1 near to have the gripper come in from the left.
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8 Select the second option to Move stack, leaving the bottom piece of labware at the source 
position. This tells the instrument to pick up only the lid and leave the plate at its current 
position. Your Move Labware step configuration should look like Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17  Using Move Labware to Remove a Lid

9 Select Finish to validate the method, and then save the method with the name: Tutorial Test 
Method 3 Move. If desired, run the method.
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Stacking Plates in a Method

The instrument can also handle stacks of labware, both stacking and unstacking labware stacks in a 
method using the gripper. In this section, you will use what you have learned previously about the 
Loop step and the Move Labware step to stack the four source plates. 

To do this, you will use another Loop step with a variable that will be used to specify the deck 
positions from which to pick up labware and an expression to specify to which position to move 
labware. Once configured, the three cycles of the Loop will move labware as shown in Table 3.1.

To stack the four source plates:

1 If necessary, open the method you saved in the previous exercise (i.e., Tutorial Test Method 3 
Move).

2 Insert a Loop step after the Multichannel Unload Tips step. 

Table 3.1  Values of Variables and Expressions Used in the Move Labware Step for Cycles

Cycle Stack Value From (“P”&stack) To (“P”&(stack-1))

1 5 P5 P4

2 4 P4 P3

3 3 P3 P2

4 2
Value of stack is below End value;

breaks out of loop and continues with method.

Biomek i-Series Concept

For either stacking or unstacking, Biomek Software works from the bottom, up. If the labware 
is defined in the Labware Type Editor for secure stacking, the plates are stacked in order. 
For example, Plate 2 is stacked on Plate 1 (bottom plate), Plate 3 on Plate 2, Plate 4 (top 
plate) on Plate 3.

As a guideline, a stack of four standard 96-well plates, with a lid on top, is the recommended 
maximum amount of labware to stack; additional labware could cause the stack to topple if 
the labware is not secure to one another.
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3 Configure the Loop step to create a Variable named stack with a Start value of 5, an End value of 
3, and an Increment value of -1. Your Loop step should look like Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18  Loop to Stack Plates

4 Insert a Move Labware step between the Loop and End Loop icons.

5 In Move Labware from, enter: =“P”&stack
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6 In to, type: =“P”&(stack-1)

Select the first option, Move the entire stack of labware. Your Move Labware configuration 
should look like Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19  Use Variables to Stack Plates

7 Select Finish to validate the method.

8 Select File > Save as > Method, and save the file as: Tutorial Test Method 3 Move Stack

Now move on to the last chapter of this tutorial to learn how to use some advanced features in 
Biomek Software.
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CHAPTER 4

Multichannel Pod — Using
Worklists and Conditions

Introduction to Using Worklists and Conditions

To successfully complete the activities in this chapter, you will need to know how to:

 • Configure an Instrument Setup step to reflect the deck layout (physical or virtual) you will set 
up for the method in this chapter.

 • Configure Labware Properties for labware you will use in this chapter.

 • Configure a Transfer step.

 • Use variables and expressions in Biomek Software.

What You’ll Learn in This Chapter
In this chapter, you will develop the advanced skills to use external data sources, such as a worklist, 
with a method. Using a worklist will allow you to create a method using source and destination 
volumes defined in a text file. You will also learn how to use procedures to run the same set of 
configured steps several times in a method to eliminate having to configure each step several times 
and learn how to configure a conditional statement that will allow a step or steps to be executed 
based on real-time conditions that occur during the method. The process for creating the method 
in this chapter is presented below. All of these topics are covered in detail in this chapter.
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Setting Up Your Deck for Using Worklists and Conditions
To learn how to use Worklists and Conditions, you will set up the deck to transfer liquid from two 
reservoirs into six microplates; the liquid amounts to transfer vary per microplate and source, and 
these amounts are defined in the worklist file used in the Worklist step. In addition, you will define 
conditions to further define the process.

Using what you learned in CHAPTER 1, Multichannel Pod — Getting Started with Biomek Software, 
create a new method, add an Instrument Setup step, and configure the following:

1 Place a BC230 tip box on TL2 and name it TipsA. Configure the Labware Properties to Load no 
more than as 6. This means that the tips in this tip box will not be used more than six times.

2 Place the same tip box type on TL3, name it TipsB, and configure it the same as TipsA.

3 Place a Reservoir on P2 and name it A. Give it a Known volume of 100000 μL of Water.

4 Place another Reservoir on P3 and name it B. Give it a Known volume of 100000 μL of Water.

5 Place BCFlat96 plates on P6, P7, P8, P11, P12, and P13. Give these plates each a Known volume of 
100 μL of Water (see TIP below).

TIP. Since you will configure six BCFlat96 plates with the same properties, you can place the first one 

on P6, configure it, and then right-click on it and choose Copy, and then click on P7, P8, P11, P12, 

and P13. The labware type and the properties are copied to those positions.
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Your deck should look like Figure 4.1. Now go to the next activity to learn how to use worklists in 
your methods. 

Figure 4.1  Instrument Setup Step Configured
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Creating a Worklist Text File

A worklist is a text file that contains multiple values for one or more variables. The Worklist step in 
Biomek Software uses the variables and values defined in the worklist to configure a series of 
repetitive actions during the method run. This is different from the Loop step that you learned 
earlier in this tutorial in that a worklist can contain non-incremental values and multiple variables 
for use during repetitive actions.

Before you can use the Worklist step, you must create the worklist text file and define the variables 
and associated values. For the method in this chapter, you will create a worklist for a series of 
transfers using different amounts of liquid for each transfer.

Configuring a Worklist Text File
The first line of a worklist text file defines the variable names. The subsequent lines list the values 
to be assigned to those variables. The variable and names are separated by commas.

To configure the worklist text file for this tutorial:

1 Using Microsoft Excel, create a .csv file that looks like Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2  Created Worklist — .CSV File

OR

Using Notepad, create a text file that looks like Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3  Created Worklist — .TXT File

TIP If a value such as a plate name or bar code contains a comma, enclose the entire value in double 

quotes, for example, “Dest1,4”.

TIP When creating a Worklist file, white space between values is not important; however, the comma (,) 

and carriage returns (CRLF) are important to create and use the file properly. Do not enter a carriage 
return after the last line, as the software will expect information to be present in this line, and this 
will cause an error.

2 Save the file as myworklist in the location of your choice, and then close the file. 

Now that you have configured the worklist, you will insert and configure a Worklist step to 
enable the software to use the worklist in the method. Go on to the next section to learn how to 
do this.

Configuring a Worklist Step to Use a Worklist

The Worklist step is located on the Control Steps tab, in the Variables group, and uses a text file to 
supply to the method multiple values for one or more variables. A Worklist step is useful when 
repetition of the same action is required, but one or more variables needs to change each time the 
step cycles through the worklist. When a step or group of steps using the variables defined in the 
text file are placed inside a Worklist step, the Worklist automatically performs each step once for 
each line in the text file.

For this part of the tutorial, we will use a Worklist step to transfer specific amounts of liquid from 
two different sources to six destination plates. The text file you configured in Creating a Worklist Text 

File, contains all the needed details.

Biomek i-Series Concept

The Worklist step offers several advantages:

 • Data in a text file is accessible by any Biomek Software method.

 • Selecting the text file in the Worklist step configuration copies all of the variable data 
from the text file to the step without individually entering all the variables.

 • A dynamic link exists between the method and the text file. Any updates made to the 
text file are included in the next method run, although the text file must maintain the 
original file path to allow the method to find the file.
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To configure the Worklist step:

1 Ensure your deck is configured according to the instructions in Setting Up Your Deck for Using 

Worklists and Conditions.

2 Below the Instrument Setup step, insert a Worklist step (Figure 4.4) into the Method View by 

selecting the Control Steps tab and then clicking the  (Worklist) icon, which is located in 

the Variables group.

3 From Worklist file in the configuration window, use the Browse button to find and choose 
myworklist.txt or myworklist.csv, the text file you configured in Creating a Worklist Text File, and 
then select Open.
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4 Make sure Loop entire worklist is selected. This ensures that all the values contained in the 
worklist are used. The Worklist step configuration should look like Figure 4.4.

TIP You can use Loop from line to execute the loop for only some of the lines in the worklist.

Figure 4.4   Worklist Step With Text File Displayed
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Transferring Liquid Using a Worklist

To configure the actual liquid transfer that will be executed using the Worklist variables, transfer 
steps need to be configured as follows:

1 Add a Transfer step just above the End Worklist step.

2 To configure Tip Handling:

a. Select the TipsA tip box from the Current Instrument Display to specify which tips to load.

b. Select leave them on to keep the tips on when the transfer is done.

Select the up arrow to collapse Tip Handling.

3 Click on Click here to add a source, and then click on the reservoir labeled A in the Current 
Instrument Display.

4 In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

5 Right click on the tip image, select Custom Height, and change it to 2.00 mm from bottom. Select 
OK.

6 Click on Click here to add Destination and configure the destination as a BCFlat96 at      
=destination. Configuring =destination means that you are using the destinations specified in 
the Worklist step in the Destination column.

7 In destination configuration volume field, enter =AmountA. Configuring =AmountA means it will 
use the volumes on the Worklist step from column AmountA.

8 In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

9 Configure another Transfer step after the one you just finished by following steps 1 - 8, but 
changing the following:

a. In Tip Handling, select the TipsB tip box from the Current Instrument Display.

b. Configure the source as the reservoir at B.

c. In the Destination configuration, configure in the volume field as =AmountB. Configuring 
=AmountB means it will use the volumes on the Worklist step from column AmountB.

Figure 4.5 shows the completed Worklist step with configured Transfer steps.
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10 Save the method with the name: Worklist

Figure 4.5  Worklist Step with Transfer Steps Configured

Now, you will define a procedure using a Define Procedure step and insert it before the Worklist step. 
This procedure will be run as the method cycles through the worklist. This procedure will be 
configured to load tips, transfer liquid, and unload tips.

NOTE A Define Procedure step is not required for using a Worklist step.
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Defining and Running Procedures

The Define Procedure step is used to configure and save a series of steps that may be used multiple 
times in a method without having to reconfigure each individual step within that procedure. The 
Run Procedure step is inserted into the method and is used to identify the defined procedure to be 
used in a method. The procedure defined in the Define Procedure step can be run only by inserting 
a Run Procedure step and choosing the desired procedure in the step configuration.

Defining a Procedure Using the Define Procedure Step
For this part of the tutorial, you will insert and configure a Define Procedure step to load specific 
tips, transfer volumes based on the worklist you configured earlier, and unload tips. The defined 
procedure will then be run as part the worklist, which will be reconfigured to show an alternative 
to the two Transfer steps that were originally in the worklist. You will also create variables in this 
procedure, which will have the values specified in the Run Procedure step. This lets you run the steps 
in the procedure with different values associated with the defined variables.

1 If necessary, open the previous method named Worklist.

2 Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View.

3 From the Control Steps tab, in the Flow group, click the  (Define Procedure) icon to insert 

it below the Instrument Setup step (Figure 4.6).

Biomek i-Series Concept

Procedures offer advantages, such as running the same steps multiple times within a 
method but configuring them only once. Procedures control the size of the current method 
in the Method View by listing only the Run Procedure step in the Method View and not all 
the steps accessed by the procedure.
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4 In Procedure, enter TransferReagent (Figure 4.6). This becomes the name of your procedure and 
will appear as Define TransferReagent in the Method View.

Figure 4.6  Named Procedure

5 Under Variable Name, enter Reagent and tab over to Default Value and enter A. This variable 
relates to the reservoir name.

6 Press (Enter) on the keyboard, then under Variable Name, enter Volume and tab over to Default 
Value and enter =AmountA. This variable relates to column AmountA on the worklist you 
created.

7 In the Worklist step, click on the first Transfer step, and then (Shift)+  click on the second Transfer 
step so that both are selected. Right click on the selected steps, and then select Disable. These 
steps are now set up so that they will be overlooked when the method is executed.
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8 From the Control Steps tab, in the Flow group, click the  (Run Procedure) and drag it into 

the Worklist step just above the End Worklist step.

9 In Procedure, click on the drop-down and select transferreagent.

10 Add another Run Procedure step below the Run Procedure step you added in step 8, and 
configure as follows:

a. In Procedure, click on the drop-down and select transferreagent.

b. For the variable Reagent, change the Value to B.

c. For the variable Volume, change the Value to =AmountB.

Your method should now look like Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7  Run Procedure Steps in a Worklist
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Configuring Steps Inside the Define Procedure Step
To configure the Define Procedure step to load specific tips and transfer volumes based on the 
worklist you configured earlier, the following steps will be configured individually inside the Define 
Procedure step:

 • Multichannel Load Tips step (refer to Configuring Different Tips for Accessing Sources)

 • Transfer step (refer to Transferring Liquid During a Procedure)

 • Multichannel Unload Tips step (refer to Unloading Tips During a Procedure)

Configuring Different Tips for Accessing Sources
Since your reservoirs in this tutorial method contain different liquid types, you will want different 
tips designated for each reservoir. You will configure the Multichannel Load Tips step as part of your 
procedure to ensure that the correct tips are loaded to access the correct source reservoir.

1 From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Multichannel group, select  (Multichannel Load 

Tips) and drag it into the Define TransferReagent step. The Method View should look like 
Figure 4.8.
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2 In Tips in the Configuration View, highlight the field and enter =“tips”&reagent (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8  Multichannel Load Tips Configured

Transferring Liquid During a Procedure
To configure the actual liquid transfer that will be executed when the procedure is run, configure 
the transfer as follows:

1 Insert a Transfer step into the Method View below the Multichannel Load Tips step.

2 In Tip Handling, uncheck Load BC230 tips and Change tips between destinations.
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3 Using what you learned in CHAPTER 1, Multichannel Pod — Getting Started with Biomek Software, 
configure the Source in the Transfer step as Reservoir at =Reagent. 

Configuring =Reagent means that the reservoir on the deck that has the same name as the value 
of the variable Reagent will be used.

4 In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

5 Configure the Destination as a BCFlat96 at =destination.

Configuring =destination means that the destination will be those you configured in the 
worklist.

6 In the Destination configuration μL field, enter =Volume.

7 In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

Unloading Tips During a Procedure
Here you will configure the procedure to unload the tips and put them back in the box after the 
liquid transfer action. To unload the tips:

1 Insert an  Multichannel Unload Tips step below the Transfer step.

2 Ensure Pod1 is selected in the drop-down.

3 Click on the Define TransferReagent step. Your main editor should look like Figure 4.9, and the 
variables in the named procedure you just created will be used to specify when new tips are 
used and which reservoir will be accessed when transferring liquid. 

TIP If you want to reuse a procedure in other methods, right click on the step, and select Save as 
Preconfigured Step. The first time a preconfigured step is added to the software, the 
Preconfigured Steps tab appears on the ribbon, with the newly saved step. This option allows you 
to reuse configured steps in other methods. For additional information on managing preconfigured 
steps, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual (PN B56358), Saving Configured Steps.
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Figure 4.9  Define Procedure Step Configured

4 Save the method and rename it with a unique name.

Congratulations! You have just created a method using a worklist. If you would like to see this 
method run in simulation mode, click on the  (Run) icon on the Quick Access Toolbar. 
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Multichannel Pod — Using Selective
Tips Pipetting

Introduction to Selective Tips Pipetting

Selective Tips Pipetting allows your Multichannel pod to behave more like a Span-8 pod, meaning 
you have a greater degree of control over the number of tips used for pipetting operations, as well 
as the well patterns allowable by the Multichannel pod. Using Select Tip Pipetting in a method 
always starts by using the Select Tips step. It serves as a container for all of the related Select Tips 
operations. The Select Tips step specifies the pod to use for the enclosed Select Tips steps. The other 
Select Tips steps rely on this context information for their operation. The End Using Select Tips step 
checks that no select tips are loaded on the pod (an Unload Select Tips step must be used to remove 
tips).

What You’ll Learn in Using Selective Tips Pipetting
In this chapter, you will develop the skills to use Selective Tips steps on your Multichannel pod. The 
first two methods in this chapter are very straightforward and use only basic Select Tips 
functionality.

The three methods in this chapter are presented below. Performing these methods in order will give 
you a well-rounded education on selective tips pipetting.
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Creating a Basic Method for Selective Tips Pipetting

This example illustrates aspirating from wells in a 384-well microtiter plate, dispensing to a column 
of wells in a 96-well microplate, and mixing the destination wells. A column of tips on a 96-channel 
Biomek i7 hybrid instrument is used for this example. Since the 384-well microplate is of a higher 
density than the 96-channel head, every-other-well is addressable, as explained below.

Setting Up Your Deck
Using what you learned in CHAPTER 1, Multichannel Pod — Getting Started with Biomek Software, 
create a new method and configure an Instrument Setup step as follows:

1 Place an empty BC50F tip box on TL3, and configure the labware by doing the following:

a. Open Labware Properties, and in Name, enter Empty. 

b. Select the Show Available Tips drop-down to display the tips.

c. In the tips graphic, click on tip A1 and drag your mouse to H12 so that all tips are deselected. 
When this is done properly, it should say No available tips as shown in Figure 5.1. 

d. Select OK.

Figure 5.1  Empty Tip Box Labware Properties

2 Place a BC50F tip box on TL4, and name it Tips.
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3  Place a CostarFlat384Square on P3 and name it 384Plate. Give it a Known volume of 100 μL of 
Water.

4 Place a BCFlat96 on P4, and name it 96Plate. Give this destination plate a Known volume of 0 μL. 

Your deck setup should look like Figure 5.2. Now go to the next activity to learn the basics of 
Selective Tips pipetting. 

Figure 5.2  Instrument Setup Step
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Setting Up a Basic Selective Tips Method
For this exercise, you will aspirate from wells in a 384-well microplate, dispense to a column of wells 
in a 96-well microplate, and mix the destination wells. A column of tips on a 96-channel head is used 
for this example. Since the 384-well microplate is of a higher density than the 96-channel head, 
every-other-well is addressable.

Biomek i-Series Concept

The Selective Tip Pipetting steps use global variables behind the scenes to coordinate 
actions. The Clear all global variables… check box in the Finish step clears these variables 
when the Finish step executes at the end of a run. Leave this check box checked in methods 
that use Selective Tip Pipetting. In the event that a method is aborted, these global variables 
might not be properly reset because the Finish step does not execute completely during 
abort. When this happens, it is possible to get enqueue-time errors in a method. Running a 
new, empty method (just Start and Finish) will clear the global variables and resolve these 
issues.

Biomek i-Series Concept

It is strongly recommended that all tip boxes used in Select Tips steps are named.  This 
ensures that the appropriate tip boxes are used for each operation. If tip boxes are not 
named, they could potentially be used for other pipetting operations in the method.
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To configure a basic selective tips method:

1 Select Tips step (Figure 5.3):

a. Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View.

b. On the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Select Tips) 

step. This inserts the Select Tips container step.

c. If the appropriate pod is not selected in the Select Tips step Configuration View, select the 
correct pod from the drop-down.

d. In the Rearrange Position field, select TL3 (the empty tip box position).

Figure 5.3  Deck Display in Biomek Software
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2 Load Select Tips step:

a. From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Load Select 

Tips) and drag it below Begin Using Select Tips on Pod1 (as shown in Figure 5.4). This step 
loads the column of tips onto the pod. 

b. To populate the fields for Tips and Tips Location, click on the tip box in the Current 
Instrument Display. Since the tip box is named (in this case as Tips), this name is used. If the 
tip box is relocated on the deck, the step will still find it by name, potentially saving time 
during method development.

c. Select Load column(s), and keep the entry field default as 1.

Figure 5.4  Load Select Tips Step

3 Select Tips Aspirate step (Figure 5.5):

a. Select the Load Select Tips step in the Method View. 
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b. From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Select Tips 

Aspirate) step to insert it into the method. This step will be configured to aspirate from the 
source 384-well plate, using the loaded select tips in the indicated wells.

c. To populate the fields for Labware Type, Position, and Liquid Type, click on the source 
384-well plate in the Current Instrument Display. Since the labware is named and its liquid 
type is defined in Instrument Setup, this information is automatically populated when the 
labware is clicked in the Current Instrument Display.

d. In Liquid Type, select Water from the drop-down.

e. In Volume, enter 40.

f. To populate the Aspirate at column and row fields, enter 2 in both the Aspirate at column and 
and row fields.

NOTE You can also populate these fields by clicking on the starting well in the labware display or 
selecting the values from the drop-down.

Notice that with a 384-well microtiter plate being accessed by a 96-well head, the spacing 
of mandrels and tips on the head is for alternating wells on the plate. When accessing 
labware with the same well pattern as the mandrels on the head, this does not occur, as 
illustrated in the Select Tips Dispense step (Figure 5.6). When the wells and mandrels 
match, the second coordinate (rows in this case) does not appear, since no selection is 
needed for tip-to-well correlation.

g. In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

h. Right click on the large tip illustration next to the 384-well plate in the configuration and 
choose Custom Height, and set the height to 2 mm from bottom.
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Figure 5.5  Select Tips Aspirate Step

4 Select Tips Dispense step (Figure 5.6):

a. Select the Select Tips Aspirate step in the Method View. 

b. From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Select Tips 

Dispense) step to insert it into the method. The Select Tips Dispense step dispenses into the 
destination 96-well plate, again using the loaded select tips and the indicated wells.

c. To populate the Labware Type, Position, and Liquid Type fields, click on the BCFlat96 
microplate in the Current Deck Display. 

d. For Liquid Type, select Water.

e. In Volume, enter 40.

f. To populate the Dispense at column field, enter 9.

NOTE You can also populate this field by clicking on the starting well in the labware display or 
selecting the values from the drop-down.
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g. In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

h. Right click on the large tip illustration next to the 96-well plate in the configuration and 
choose Custom Height, and set the height to 2 mm from bottom.

Figure 5.6  Select Tips Dispense Step

5 Select Tips Mix step (Figure 5.7):

a. Select the Select Tips Dispense step in the Method View. 

b. From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Select Tips Mix) 

step to insert it into the method. The Select Tips Mix step is used to mix the destination 
wells using the loaded select tips and the indicated wells.

c. To populate the Labware Type, Position, and Liquid Type fields, click on the BCFlat96 
microplate in the Current Instrument Display.

d. In the Mix field, enter 3 to mix the wells three times.

e. For Liquid Type, select Water.
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f. In Volume, enter 40.

g. In Mix at column, enter 9 to mix column 9.

h. In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

Figure 5.7  Select Tips Mix Step

6 Unload Select Tips step (Figure 5.8):

a. Select the Select Tips Mix step in the Method View. 

b. On the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Unload Select 

Tips) step to insert it into the method. The Unload Select Tips step unloads the select tips 
from the pod into the empty tip box.
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c. To populate the Unload tips to field, select the empty tip box on the Current Instrument 
Display.

NOTE Other common locations for unloading tips are into the trash or back into the tip box from 

where they were loaded.

Figure 5.8  Unload Select Tips Step

7 Select File > Save > Method, and then run the method in Simulation mode.

This simple example illustrates basic use of Selective Tip Pipetting. The steps used can be 
customized for specific use cases.

The next example illustrates the Selective Tip Pipetting step: Select Tips Serial Dilution.
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Creating a Selective Tips Serial Dilution Method

This example illustrates using a row of tips for serial dilution. The serial dilution includes the 
dilution plate, a diluent, and a source compound. The dilution plate and source compound master 
plate are 96-well microtiter plates. The diluent comes from a reservoir.

Setting Up Your Deck
Using what you learned in CHAPTER 1, Multichannel Pod — Getting Started with Biomek Software, 
create a new method and configure an Instrument Setup step as follows:

1 Place an empty BC80 tip box on TL2, and configure the labware by doing the following:

a. Open Labware Properties, and in Name, enter Empty. 

b. Select the Show Available Tips down arrow to display the tips.

c. In the tips graphic, click on tip A1 and drag your mouse to H12 so that all tips are deselected. 
When this is done properly, it should say No available tips as shown in Figure 5.9. 

d. Select OK.

Figure 5.9  Empty Tip Box Labware Properties

2 Place a BC80 tip box on TL3, and name it Tips.

3 Place a BCFlat96 on P2 and name it Dilute. Give this microplate a Known volume of 0 μL.
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4 Place a BCFlat96 on P3, and name it MasterPlate. Give this destination plate a Known volume of 
300 μL. 

5 Place a BCFullReservoir on P6 and name it Diluent. Configure the reservoir to have an Known 
volume of 100000 μL of Water.

Your deck setup should look like Figure 5.10. Now go to the next activity to learn how to perform 
serial dilutions with Selective Tips steps.

Figure 5.10  Instrument Setup Step

Setting Up a Selective Tips Serial Dilution Method
In this method, you will learn how to use a column of tips on the Multichannel pod for serial 
dilution.
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To configure a Select Tips Serial Dilution method:

1 Select Tips step (Figure 5.11):

a. Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View.

b. On the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Select Tips) 

step. This inserts the Select Tips container step.

c. If the appropriate pod is not selected in the Select Tips step Configuration View, select the 
correct pod from the Pod drop-down.

d. In the Rearrange Position field, select TL2 (the empty tip box position).

Figure 5.11  Deck Display in Biomek Software
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2 Load Select Tips step:

a. On the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Load Select Tips) 

step and drag it under Begin Using Select Tips on Pod 1 (Figure 5.12). This step loads the 
column of tips onto the pod. 

b. To populate the fields for Tips and Tips Location, click on the Tips tip box in the Current 
Instrument Display. Since the tip box is named, the name is used in the Tips Location field. 
If the tip box is relocated on the deck, the step will still find it by name, potentially saving 
time during method development.

c. Select Load column(s), and keep the entry field default as 1.

NOTE If you wish to dilute in rows (12 samples) from the top of the plate to the bottom of the plate; 
select Load Row(s). By selecting Load Row(s) in this step, Dilute from Row auto-populates in 
the Select Tips Serial Dilution step (Step 3).

Figure 5.12  Load Select Tips Step
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3 Select Tips Serial Dilution step:

a. Select the Load Select Tips step in the Method View. 

b. From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Select Tips 

Serial Dilution) step to insert it into the method. The loaded select tips transfer diluent to 
the indicated dilution wells in the dilution plate, if indicated. It then adds the source 
compound from the master plate to the first column of dilution wells. Finally, it performs a 
series of transfer operations to dilute the wells in the dilution plate (from column 1 to 
column 8). (For this example, no tip washing is done.)

c. To configure the Dilution Plate (named as Dilute) (Figure 5.13):

1) Click on a blank space in the Dilution Plate section of the Configuration View 
(Figure 5.13), and then click on the plate named Dilute in the Current Instrument 
Display. Since the labware is named and its liquid type is defined in Instrument Setup, 
this information is automatically populated when the labware is clicked in the Current 
Instrument Display. 

2) Set the dilution volume at 10 μL.

3) For liquid type, select Water. 

4) From the Technique drop-down, choose MC.

5) For Dilute from column, keep the default of 1, and in to, enter 8.

6) Select the Discard excess volume from the last wells into position check box, and then  
choose the Diluent reservoir (on position P6) on the Current Instrument Display.

7) Collapse the Dilution Plate section by clicking the upside down triangle next to the 
heading.

Figure 5.13  Dilution Plate Configuration Area

d. To configure the Diluent Properties (named as Diluent) (Figure 5.14): 

1) Select the Add diluent before transfer check box.

NOTE If the Diluent Properties are not visible, click on the upside down triangle to expand the 
field.

2) Click on a blank space in the Diluent Properties section of the Configuration View, and 
then click on the corresponding labware on Diluent in the Current Instrument Display. 

3) For Liquid Type, select Water. 
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4) In the Add for a dilution ratio of 1: field, enter 2.

5) From the Technique drop-down, choose MC.

6) In Have the first column of tips hit section, keep the default of 1. This field applies when 
the reservoir contains sections.

7) Collapse the Diluent Properties section by clicking the upside down triangle next to the 
heading.

Figure 5.14  Diluent Properties Configuration Area 

e. To configure the Source Compound (named as MasterPlate) (Figure 5.15): 

1) Select a blank space in the Source Compound section of the Configuration View, and 
then click on the MasterPlate in the Current Instrument Display. 

NOTE If the Source Compound configuration is not visible, click on the upside down triangle 

to expand the field.

2) Select the Add source compound to the first column check box.

3) Set the Transfer volume to 10 μL.

4) From the Technique drop-down, choose MC.

5) Leave the default of Aspirate at column 1.

Figure 5.15  Source Compound Configuration Area

4 Unload Select Tips step (Figure 5.8):

a. Select the Select Tips Serial Dilution step in the Method View.
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b. From the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Unload Select 

Tips) step to insert it into the method. The Unload Select Tips step unloads the select tips 
from the pod into the selected location.

c. In the Unload tips to field, select TR1 to unload the tips to the trash.

Figure 5.16  Unload Select Tips Step

5 Select File > Save > Method, and then run the method in Simulation mode.

This example illustrates basic use of serial dilution with Selective Tips Pipetting. The steps used can 
be customized for specific use cases. 
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Performing Simultaneous Serial Dilutions on a Single Plate

This tutorial is similar to the previous tutorial, but illustrates performing simultaneous serial 
dilutions on multiple sections of the same plate. The serial dilution includes the dilution plate, a 
diluent, and a source compound. The dilution plate and source compound master plate are 96-well 
microtiter plates. The diluent comes from a reservoir.

Setting Up Your Deck
Using what you learned in CHAPTER 1, Multichannel Pod — Getting Started with Biomek Software, 
create a new method and configure an Instrument Setup step as follows:

1 Place an empty BC80 tip box on TL2, and configure the labware by doing the following:

a. Open Labware Properties, and in Name, enter Empty. 

b. Select the Show Available Tips drop-down to display the tips.

c. In the tips graphic, click on tip A1 and drag your mouse to H12 so that all tips are deselected. 
When this is done properly, it should say No available tips as shown in Figure 5.17. 

TIP Tips can also be removed by right clicking on the tip box graphic on the Deck Display and 

selecting Remove Tips.

d. Select OK.

Figure 5.17  Empty Tip Box Labware Properties
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2 Place a BC80 tip box on TL3, and name it Tips.

3 Place a BCFlat96 on P2 and name it Dilute. Give this microplate a Known volume of 0 μL.

4 Place a BCFlat96 on P3, and name it MasterPlate. Give this destination plate a Known volume of 
300 μL. 

5 Place a BCFullReservoir on P6 and name it Diluent. Configure the reservoir to have an Known 
volume of 100000 μL.

Your deck setup should look like Figure 5.18. Now go to the next activity to learn how to perform 
simultaneous serial dilutions with Selective Tips steps.

Figure 5.18  Instrument Setup Step
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Setting Up a Selective Tips Serial Dilution Method
In this method, you will learn how to use multiple columns of tips on the Multichannel pod for serial 
dilution.

To configure a Select Tips Serial Dilution method:

1 Select Tips step (Figure 5.3):

a. Select the Instrument Setup step in the Method View.

b. On the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Select Tips) 

step. This inserts the Select Tips container step into the method.

c. If the appropriate pod is not selected in the Select Tips step Configuration View, select the 
correct pod from the drop-down.

d. In Rearrange Position, select TL2 to specify the Empty tip box.

Figure 5.19  Select Tips Step
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2 Load Select Tips step (Figure 5.20):

a. Select the Begin Using Select Tips on Pod1 step in the Method View.

b. On the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Load Select Tips) 

step from the ribbon tab to insert it into the method. This step loads the column of tips onto 
the pod. 

c. To populate the fields for Tips and Tips Location, click on the tip box on TL3 in the Current 
Instrument Display. Since the tip box is named (in this case as Tips), this name is used. If the 
tip box is relocated on the deck, the step will still find it by name, potentially saving time 
during method development.

d. Select the Load Column(s) button, and in the entry field, enter 2,6 to specify that tips from 
columns 2 and 6 are loaded.

NOTE The spacing of the columns is more important than which columns are selected. In step 3, 
you will see this concept demonstrated.

Figure 5.20  Load Select Tips Step
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3 Select Tips Serial Dilution step:

a. Select the Load Select Tips step in the Method View.

b. On the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Select Tips 

Serial Dilution) step to insert it into the method. Using the loaded select tips, this step 
transfers diluent, using the loaded select tips, to the indicated dilution wells in the dilution 
plate. It then adds the source compound from the master plate to the first column of each 
section of the dilution plate. In this example, columns 3 and 7 receive source compound. 
Finally, it performs a series of transfer operations to dilute the wells in the dilution plate. 
(For this example, no tip washing is done.)

c. To configure the Dilution Plate (named as Dilute) (Figure 5.13):

1) To configure the dilution plate, click on the Dilution Plate section of the Configuration 
View, and then click on the plate named Dilute in the Current Instrument Display. Since 
the labware is named and its type is defined in Instrument Setup, this information is 
automatically populated when the labware is clicked in the Current Instrument Display.

2) Set the dilution volume at 10 μL, and select Water for the liquid type.

3) In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

4) In Dilute from column, select 3 from the drop-down, and then select or enter 6 in the to 
field.

5) Select the Discard excess volume from the last wells into position check box, and then 
select the Diluent reservoir located on P6 on the Current Instrument Display to 
populate the drop-down.

6) Collapse the Dilution Plate section by clicking the upside down triangle next to the 
heading.

Figure 5.21  Dilution Plate Configuration Area

d. To configure the Diluent Properties section (named as Diluent) (Figure 5.22):

1) Select the Add diluent before transfer check box.

2) To configure the diluent properties, click on a blank space in the Diluent Properties 
section of the Configuration View, and then click on the Diluent reservoir in the Current 
Instrument Display, which will auto-populate the Get the diluent from and which holds a 
fields.

3) In the with liquid type field, select Water.
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4) In the Add for a dilution ratio of 1: field, enter 2.

5) In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

6) Collapse the Diluent Properties section by clicking the upside down triangle next to the 
heading.

Figure 5.22  Diluent Properties Configuration Area

e. To configure the Source Compound (named as MasterPlate) (Figure 5.23):

1) Select the Source Compound section of the Configuration View, and then click on P3 in 
the Current Instrument Display, which correlates to the MasterPlate. 

NOTE If the Source Compound configuration is not visible, click on the upside down triangle 

to expand the field.

2) Select the Add source compound to the first column check box.

3) Set the Transfer volume to 40 μL.

4) Select Water to indicate the liquid type.

5) In the Technique field, choose MC from the drop-down.

6) Keep the selection of Aspirate at column 1.

Figure 5.23  Source Compound Configuration Area

4 Unload Select Tips step (Figure 5.24):

a. Select the Select Tips Serial Dilution step in the Method View.
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b. On the Liquid Handling Steps tab, in the Select Tips group, select the  (Unload Select 

Tips) step to insert it into the method. The Unload Select Tips step unloads the select tips 
from the pod into the selected location.

c. In the Unload tips to field, select TR1 to unload the tips to the trash.

Figure 5.24  Unload Select Tips Step

5 Select File > Save > Method, and then run the method.

This example illustrates performing simultaneous serial dilutions on multiple sections of a plate 
with Selective Tip Pipetting. The steps can be customized for specific use cases.
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Performing Single Operations

The Single Step option performs single operations within Biomek Software steps, such as checking 
labware definitions and well movements. Single Step pauses the instrument between each 
operation in a step, allowing visual verification that the operation is correct. Performing single 
operations can help when fine-tuning a method. Typically an entire method will not be run using 
this feature; however, to become familiar with this feature, for this tutorial, you can use Single Step 
to view each operation of the method you just created. 

1 From the Method tab, in the Execution group, select  (Single Step). Single Step appears 
(Figure B.1).

Figure B.1  Single Step

Biomek i-Series Concept

Single Step pauses the instrument between each operation in a step, allowing visual 
verification that the operation is correct. Performing single operations can help when fine 
tuning parts of your method, such as verifying labware definitions or liquid handling 
operations.
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2 From the Method tab, in the Execution group, select  (Run). Single Step with specific 

operations displayed appears (Figure B.2). If you have other ALPs configured on your deck, the 
initialization process for them appears in Single Step.

TIP Go slowly when using Single Step. It is possible to move too quickly through the method and by-

pass the steps that need verification.

Figure B.2  Single Step With Specific Operations Displayed

3 Choose Launch. The next operation is launched (Figure B.3).

Figure B.3  Single Step With Next Operation Launched

4 Choose Launch again. The prompt appears. If the physical deck matches the software prompt, 
choose OK. Single Step continues displaying each operation, along with the option to Launch 
and execute that operation.

5 Continue to view each operation by choosing Launch or to stop Single Step, choose Exit to allow 
the method to run without the option to view each operation.
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X-, Y-, Z, & D-Axes

Figure 1.2 provides the orientation of the four axis types on Biomek i-Series automated 
workstations.

Figure 1.2  X-, Y-, and Z-Axes

1. X-Axis: Pod horizontal axis oriented from left to right.
 • Movement from left to right is in a positive direction.
 • Movement from right to left is in a negative direction.

2. Y-Axis: Pod horizontal axis oriented 
 • Movement from back to front is in a positive direction.
 • Movement from front to back is in a negative direction.

3. Z-Axis: Pod vertical axis that runs along the instrument, closer and farther from the deck.
 • Movement upwards is in a positive direction.
 • Movement downwards is in a negative direction.

 • D-Axis (not shown): Vertical axis that allows for aspirate, dispense, tip shucking, and gripping 
operations. On Multichannel systems, the D-axis controls the syringes and is internal to the pod; on 
Span-8 systems, the D-axis is the pump for each probe.
— Aspirate (upward movement) is in a positive direction.
— Dispense (downward movement) is in a negative direction.

pst
0:0:0 postition for X:Y:Z

pst

pst

pst
from back to front.
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Gripper

A 360 degree rotating gripper that has two offset fingers (Figure 1.8) that grasp and move labware 
onto, off of, and within the Biomek i-Series instrument. The gripper can travel in the Y and Z axes 
independently of the pod.

Figure 1.8  Gripper

The gripper can:

 • Move labware up to 12.8 cm (5.04 in.) in height.

 • Move labware up to 725 grams

 • Stack labware.

 • Move stacks of standard height labware up to four plates high (maximum 5.6 cm (2.2 in.)).

 • Place lids on and remove lids from labware.

 • On a Biomek i7 dual arm instrument, the left gripper can move labware to and from locations 
off of the left side of the deck.

 • On a single arm instrument, and on the left arm of a dual-arm instrument, the gripper can move 
labware to and from locations off of the left side of the deck.

 • Rotate the fingers up to 360 degrees to match the orientation of the labware holder before 
picking up or placing the labware.

 • Detect the presence of gripped labware.

 • Grip labware along the two long sides.

1. Gripper Body
2. Gripper Fingers
3. Gripper Pads

pst
Move labware up to 12.8 cm (5.04 in.) in height.

pst
Move labware up to 725 grams
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IMPORTANT  The gripper may not be able to access low labware, such as a standard microtiter plate, 
adjacent to or surrounded by high labware, such as BC1070 tip boxes.

The Gripper fingers are offset. When gripping or placing labware on a desired position, the gripper 
mechanism will be positioned over an adjacent position. If the labware on the adjacent position is above 
56 mm (2.2 in.) in height, the grippers may not be able to grip or place the labware in the desired position 
(Figure 1.9).

Certain columns on the deck can only be accessed from one direction. However, In some cases the 
gripper can be configured to approach the position from the opposite direction. Refer to Biomek i-Series 
Instructions for Use (PN B56358), Understanding Labware Adjacency Rules.

Figure 1.9  Offset Gripper with Adjacent Labware

Deck Observation System

The Biomek i-Series instrument includes a Deck Observation System, consisting of two wide-angle 
cameras with overlapping view areas that allow the user to view the entire instrument deck from a 
remote device. The cameras record 30 seconds of video prior to and 30 seconds after the instrument 
is stopped, or when any unexpected error event occurs during a method run. This event 
information is stored for a limited time for subsequent error analysis by trained operators, and 
overwritten by new data.

1. Gripper Body
2. Gripper Fingers
3. Approach Position: Labware located in this position cannot exceed 

the height of a stack of four standard microplates (56 mm or 2.2 in. 
total). Standard sized tip boxes in this position will allow the gripper 
to access the adjacent position

pst
The cameras record 30 seconds of video prior to and 30 seconds after the instrument is stopped, or when any unexpected error event occurs during a method run. This event information is stored for a limited time for subsequent error analysis by trained operators, and overwritten by new data.
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Figure 1.10  Protective Barriers for the Biomek i-Series Instrument Without Enclosure

Configuration With Closed Enclosure

The enclosed perimeter protective system provides additional environmental shielding around the 
instrument. It includes:

 • A diffuse-reflective light curtain along the front of the instrument (see Light Curtain Protection 
System). 

 • Transparent safety shields along the left, right, and back sides of the instrument. An optional 
Conveyor Integration Side Panel is available to allow an external storage device to be connected 
to the Biomek i-Series instrument via a conveyor.

 • A vertically-sliding front door that allows access to the instrument. Opening or closing the door 
does not affect the light curtain operation (see Light Curtain Protection System) and will not stop 
the movement of the instrument.

 • A halo that encloses the top of the instrument and protects the instrument from particulates 
(see Figure 1.11). A status indicator light bar is installed on the halo and is visible on all sides of 
the instrument (see Configuration With Closed Enclosure). The system is compatible with an 
optional HEPA filtration unit(s). Contact us for additional information

1. Status Indicator Light Bar
2. Protective Side Safety Shield (both sides and back)
3. Front Light Curtain

pst
Opening or closing the door does not affect the light curtain operation (see Light Curtain Protection System) and will not stop the movement of the instrument.
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ALPs and Accessories

Automated Labware Positioners (ALPs) are removable and interchangeable platform structures that 
are installed on the instrument deck.

Most ALPs are installed by a Beckman Coulter Representative when the Biomek i-Series system is 
first installed. Some ALPs can be added later, and may not require a Beckman Coulter Representative 
for installation. 

ALP and Accessory Types

 • Passive ALPs — Some passive ALPs store labware or hold labware in place on the deck, while 
others act as receptacles for by-products from methods, such as system fluid and disposed tips, 
and tip boxes.

 • Active ALPs — Active ALPs and accessories contain a mechanism connecting to power sources 
for operation, such as tip washing, mixing/stirring, shaking, and precisely positioning labware.

 • Mounting Plates — ALPs used with Biomek FXP/NXP instruments require a mounting plate 
when used on Biomek i-Series instruments due to the different mounting method of the 

Table 1.2  Status Light Bar Colors and Instrument States

Color Instrument State Operational Status

None Off Off

Blue Solid Power On, Ready
System has been homed. System is functional and in a 
ready state. It is safe to access the instrument and deck 
without violating the light curtain protective zone.

Green Scrolling Power On, Running
A method is running, including pod recovery, framing, 
and Manual Control. A violation of the light curtain will 
halt operation.

Amber Solid Power On, Not Ready
The instrument has not been homed, and is not in a 
ready state. It is safe to access the instrument and deck 
without violating the light curtain protective zone.

Amber Light and 
Dark Alternating

Paused; Awaiting User 
Interaction

When a Pause is written into a method, periodic access 
to the deck is allowed. When the Pause is terminated, 
the light curtain is reactivated and the method 
continues.

Red Solid 
Flashinga

a. Red is the only color that flashes to ensure correct distinguishability for the visually impaired.

Power On, Error

Caused by a system error. The software communicates 
the cause.

NOTE  Components may still be in motion when an 
error other than a light curtain violation has 
occurred (for example, on a two-arm system when 
only one arm has encountered an error). If the arm, 
pod, head, and/or gripper are moving, violating the 
light curtain will cause them to halt immediately.

pst
Blue Solid Power On, Ready

pst
System has been homed.

pst
It is safe to access the instrument and deck without violating the light curtain protective zone.

pst
Green Scrolling Power On, Running

pst
A violation of the light curtain will halt operation.

pst
Amber Solid Power On, Not Ready

pst
The instrument has not been homed,

pst
Amber Light and Dark Alternating Paused; Awaiting User Interaction

pst
When a Pause is written into a method, periodic access to the deck is allowed.

pst
Red Solid Flashinga Power On, Error

pst
Table 1.2 Status Light Bar Colors and Instrument States
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Biomek i-Series ALPs; mounting plate types include the standard mounting plates for passive 
ALPs and the vibration isolation mounting plates for active ALPs.

NOTE  The Biomek i-Series Automated Labware Positioners, Accessories, & Devices Instructions for Use 
(PN B54477) provides detailed information on using Biomek i-Series ALPs, attaching mounting plates to 
ALPs that were designed for Biomek FXP/NXP instruments, and locating instructions for using compatible 
Biomek FXP/NXP ALPs with your Biomek i-Series instrument. A listing of the Biomek FXP/NXP ALPs that are 
compatible with Biomek i-Series instruments can be found in APPENDIX 1, Notice for Biomek FXP/NXP 
Users.

Tips

The tips available to Biomek i-Series instruments are listed in the following tables:

 • Table 1.3, Non-Filtered Disposable Tips — For 96-Channel Heads and Span-8 Pods
 • Table 1.4, Filtered Disposable Tips — For 96-Channel Heads and Span-8 Pods
 • Table 1.5, Disposable Tips — For 384-Channel Heads
 • Table 1.6, Fixed Tips (Span-8 only)

Table 1.3  Non-Filtered Disposable Tips — For 96-Channel Heads and Span-8 Pods

Tip 
Capacitya 

(Max)

Features Head/Pod
Biomek Software 
Representation

Part 
Number
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Tip Type 
Editor

Labware 
Type Editor

1070 ˛L • • • • T1070 BC1070 B85940

1070 ˛L • • • • T1070 BC1070 B85945

1070 ˛L • • • T1070_LLS BC1070_LLS B85959

1070 ˛L • • • T1070_LLS BC1070_LLS B85961

1070 ˛L • • • • • T1070_WB BC1070_WB B85971

1070 ˛L • • • • • T1070_WB BC1070_WB B85975

230 ˛L • • • • T230 BC230 B85903

230 ˛L • • • • T230 BC230 B85906

230 ˛L • • • T230_LLS BC230_LLS B85915

230 ˛L • • • T230_LLS BC230_LLS B85917

230 ˛L • • • • • T230_WB BC230_WB B85926

230 ˛L • • • • • T230_WB BC230_WB B85929

90 ˛L • • • • T90 BC90 B85881

90 ˛L • • • • T90 BC90 B85884

90 ˛L • • • T90_LLS BC90_LLS B85892

pst
230 μL • • • • T230 BC230 B85903

pst
90 μL • • • • T90 BC90 B85881

pst
230 μL • • • • • T230_WB BC230_WB B85926

pst
Equivalent to our old p200/250

pst
Equivalent to our old p200/250-WB

pst
Equivalent to our old p50

pst

pst

pst
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90 ˛L • • • T90_LLS BC90_LLS B85894

80 ˛L • • • • T80 BC80 B85764

80 ˛L • • • • T80 BC80 B85767

80 ˛L • • • T80_LLS BC80_LLS B85775

80 ˛L • • • T80_LLS BC80_LLS B85872

a. Tip Capacity = Liquid + Trailing Air Gap.

b. Beckman Coulter offers sterilized product, which is controlled under validated ethylene oxide or irradiation processes, for 
those applications requiring sterile liquid handling. Products designated as "sterile" are sterilized in accordance with ANSI/
AAMI/ISO 11135 or 11137 guidelines, as appropriate. The sterilization processes certify a sterility assurance level (SAL) of 
10-6.

Table 1.4  Filtered Disposable Tips — For 96-Channel Heads and Span-8 Pods

Capacity Features Head/Pod
Biomek Software 
Representation

Part 
NumberTip 

Capacitya 
(Max)

a. Tip Capacity = Liquid + Trailing Air Gap.

St
er

ile
b

b. Beckman Coulter offers sterilized product, which is controlled under validated ethylene oxide or irradiation processes, for 
those applications requiring sterile liquid handling. Products designated as "sterile" are sterilized in accordance with ANSI/
AAMI/ISO 11135 or 11137 guidelines, as appropriate. The sterilization processes certify a sterility assurance level (SAL) of 
10-6.
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Tip Type 
Editor

Labware Type 
Editor

1025 ˛L • • • • T1025F BC1025F B85955

1025 ˛L • • • • • T1025F_WB BC1025F_WB B85981

1025 ˛L • • • T1025F_LLS BC1025F_LLS B85965

190 ˛L • • • • T190F BC190F B85911

190 ˛L • • • • • T190F_WB BC190F_WB B85936

190 ˛L • • • T190F_LLS BC190F_LLS B85922

50 ˛L • • • • T50F BC50F B85888

50 ˛L • • • T50F_LLS BC50F_LLS B85899

40 ˛L • • • • T40F BC40F B85771

40 ˛L • • • T40F_LLS BC40F_LLS B85877

Table 1.3  Non-Filtered Disposable Tips — For 96-Channel Heads and Span-8 Pods

Tip 
Capacitya 

(Max)

Features Head/Pod
Biomek Software 
Representation

Part 
Number
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80 μL • • • • T80 BC80 B85764
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Equivalent to our old p20

pst

pst
Table 1.3 Non-Filtered Disposable Tips — For 96-Channel Heads

pst
Table 1.4 Filtered Disposable Tips — For 96-Channel Heads
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Biomek Software Workspace

The components that make up the Biomek Software workspace are described in detail in the 
sections listed below. An example Biomek Software workspace window is in Figure 1.15.

 • File Tab

 • Quick Access Toolbar

 • Title Bar

 • Status Bar

 • Error Bar

 • Ribbon

 • Method Editor

Figure 1.15  Biomek Software Workspace Example
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File Tab

The File tab (Figure 1.16) allows you to carry out basic Biomek Software functions, which are 
described in Table 1.7. For additional information, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference 
Manual, PN B36358.

Figure 1.16  File Tab

Table 1.7  File Menu Options

File Menu Option Sub-Option Description

New

Method

Creates a new method in Biomek Software. New methods are 
automatically assigned a generic name by the system, each 
containing the default name Method plus the next available 
integer in the sequence within the open project. The default 
method name is followed by an asterisk (after a change has 
been made) and [New] indicating that the method has not 
been saved; for example, Method1* [New].

Project
Opens a new project in Biomek Software. The name of the 
current project is shown in the lower left-hand corner of the 
Biomek Software window.

Open

Method Opens a saved method.

Project Opens a saved project.

Instrument Opens a saved instrument file.

Save
Method

Saves the current method. If the method has not been saved 
before, you will enter a name and can select the project 
location for the method to reside.

Instrument Saves changes to the instrument file.
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Save as

Method
Allows you to save the current method to a new location and/
or as a new name.

Project Allows you to save the current project as a new name.

Instrument
Allows you to save the current instrument as a *.bif file to a 
new location and/or as a new name.

Import

Method
Imports method files previously exported from a project into 
the active project.

Project
Imports a previously exported project into the current active 
project. 

Instrument 
Settings

Imports previously exported instrument settings into the 
current instrument file.

Export

Method Exports the current method to a *.bmf file.

All Methods
Exports all methods in the current project to the location of 
your choice.

Project
Exports selected project items (other than methods) from a 
project to an *.imp file, which can then be imported into a 
different project. 

Instrument 
Settings

Exports selected instrument settings as a *.imp file to the 
name and location of your choice.

Print

Print Allows you to print a Biomek method in sequential text form.

Print Setup
Allows you to configure printer settings to fit your specific 
needs.

Print Preview
Allows you to preview how the method appears when 
printed.

Close Method
Closes the current method, prompting you to save if there are unsaved 
modifications.

Recent Methods
Provides access to the most recently used files. The files are listed in chronological 
order, with the most recently used file at the top of the list. To open a file on the list, 
click on the file name.

Preferences
Allows you to adjust application settings, including general settings, how steps 
appear in the Method View, and how errors are handled.

About
Provides information about Biomek Software, including the copyright and 
trademark information, version, Instrument File version, license information, and 
serial number.

Exit Closes Biomek Software.

Table 1.7  File Menu Options

File Menu Option Sub-Option Description
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Quick Access Toolbar

The Quick Access Toolbar (Figure 1.17) provides convenient access to basic Biomek Software 
functions, which are detailed in Table 1.8.

Figure 1.17  Quick Access Toolbar

1. Quick Access Toolbar

Table 1.8  Quick Access Toolbar Functions

Icon Description Function

New Method

Opens a new method in Biomek Software. New methods are automatically 
assigned a generic name by the system, each containing the default name 
Method plus the next available integer in the sequence for the open project. 
The default method name is followed by an asterisk and [NEW] indicating that 
the method file has not been saved; for example, Method1* [NEW].

 • For additional information, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference 
Manual (PN B56358), Creating a New Method.

Open Method
Opens a saved method.

 • For additional information, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference 
Manual (PN B56358), Opening a Saved Method

Save Method

Saves the current method. If the method has not been saved before, you will 
enter a name and location for the method to reside.

 • For additional information, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference 
Manual (PN B56358), Saving a Method.
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Title Bar

The Title Bar, which is located at the top of the main workspace (Figure 1.18), displays the software 
name, current method file name, the At-a-Glance Status when a method is executing, and contains 
the Quick Access Toolbar, Ribbon, and title bar options buttons. Table 1.9 provides an overview of the 
Title Bar options.

Figure 1.18  Biomek Software Title Bar

Undo 

Redo

 • Undo: Steps the software back an entire method step per click of this icon.

NOTE  (Ctrl)  +  (Z)  is an additional way to undo previous actions.

 • Redo: Steps the software forward an entire method step per click of this 
icon (only available after using the undo function).

NOTE  (Ctrl)  +  (Y)  is an additional way to redo actions.

IMPORTANT  Hovering the mouse over the Undo or Redo button displays a 
tool tip indicating what action will be undone or redone. 

 • For additional information, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference 
Manual (PN B56358), Using Undo and Redo in Method Building.

Run Method
Prompts the current method to run.

 • For additional information, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference 
Manual (PN B56358), Running a Method.

Pause Method
Pauses the currently running method.

 • For additional information, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference 
Manual (PN B56358), Pausing a Method in Progress.

Stop Method
Stops the currently running method.

 • For additional information, see the Biomek i-Series Software Reference 
Manual (PN B56358), Stopping a Method in Progress.

1. Title Bar

Table 1.8  Quick Access Toolbar Functions

Icon Description Function
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Status Bar

The Status Bar (Figure 1.19), which is located at the bottom of the Biomek Software workspace, 
contains the file name of the method, current project name, instrument name, estimated time to 
completion, any current errors, camera status, and other information pertinent to the location of 
your mouse on the user interface.

Figure 1.19  Status Bar - Example

Table 1.9  Title Bar Functions

Icon Description Function

Minimize Minimizes the Biomek Software screen.

Maximize Maximizes the Biomek Software screen to fit the full dimensions of the monitor. 

Restore
After maximizing the screen, restores the Biomek Software screen to the 
previous size.

Close
Closes Biomek Software. If there are unsaved changes in the method, a prompt 
appears asking if you wish to save.

Help

Clicking the Help button opens an interactive version of the Biomek i-Series 
Software Reference Manual.

NOTE  For help on other Biomek i-Series topics, related manuals are available 
on the website or in the following location: 
ThisPC\OSDisk(C:)\Program Files (x86)\Common 
Files\Beckman Coulter\Manuals 

1. Method Name
2. Current Project
3. Instrument
4. Estimated Time to Completion

Or
Time Elapsed, if a method is currently running.

5. Camera Status
6. Information related to the part of the software display where mouse 

is currently located.
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Error Bar

Located above the Status Bar, the Error Bar (Figure 1.20), is only visible when an error is found 
during method validation. The Error Bar shows the first error for the currently selected step.

Figure 1.20  Error Bar

Table 1.10  Status Bar Functions

 Example 
Image

Description Function

Method Name Displays the name of the current method.

Current Project Displays the name of the current project.

Active 
Instrument File

Displays the name of the current instrument file.

Estimated Time 
to Completion

Shows the estimated time to completion in the following manner:

 • When the Finish step is highlighted in the Method View, the 
software estimates the real time required to complete the entire 
method (except for the time required for human intervention, if 
applicable). 

 • When any other step is highlighted in the Method View, the length 
of time displayed in the ETC field represents the time required to 
complete the method (except for the time required for human 
intervention, if applicable) up to the selected step. If an error is 
found in validation, ETC displays as Failed. 

IMPORTANT  ETC is an estimate only, and, therefore the time 
displayed might not be accurate. For some methods, the ETC 
cannot be calculated.

Camera Status Provides the current status of the Vision System.

Information Shows information pertinent to the current mouse location.

1. Error Bar
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Ribbon

Located directly above the Step Configuration Area, the Ribbon provides convenient access to the 
most-used items within Biomek Software. The number of tabs on the ribbon can vary slightly, given 
the options that are enabled in the software. Refer to the following sections for details on each 
available ribbon tab:

 • Method Tab

 • Setup & Device Steps Tab

 • Liquid Handling Steps Tab

 • Data Steps Tab

 • Control Steps Tab

 • Preconfigured Steps Tab

 • Utilities Tab

NOTE  Integrated devices can add steps and/or utilities to the tabs mentioned above, or they might add new 
tabs.

Switching Active Ribbon Tabs

To switch between active tabs, select the title of a different tab on the ribbon. In Figure 1.21, the 
Utilities tab is selected.

Figure 1.21  Ribbon Tabs

Method Tab

The Method tab (Figure 1.22), which is divided into the Execution, Details, and Steps groups, provides 
the means to make changes to or view details pertaining to the current method. The options 
available on this tab are presented in Table 1.11.

Figure 1.22  Method Tab
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Table 1.11  Method Tab Options

Menu Item Icon Description

Run
Initiates a method run.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Running a Method.

Pause

Halts a method after the instrument has completed the move in 
progress. A run can be resumed by selecting Pause again or selecting 
the Run icon.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Pausing a Method in Progress.

Stop

Halts a method during its run when there is no intent to resume method 
execution.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Stopping a Method in Progress.

View 
Simulator

Opens the Biomek Simulator, which is an animated 3-D model of the 
instrument performing the method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Using the Simulator Controls.

Single Step

Allows the unit to move one operation at a time by clicking the launch 
button for each move.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Performing Single Operations Within Steps.

Manual 
Control

Moves or provides the following independent of a method:

 • Home All Axes
 • Active ALP and CAN device control
 • Pod Control
 • Get version number for firmware on instrument and CAN devices

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Manual Control.

Home All 
Axes

Moves the pod(s) to the point of reference. You will need to Home All 
Axes at the following times:

 • Daily maintenance.
 • After cycling the power.
 • System error recovery.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Running a Method.

History

Provides the complete revision history that tracks each time the current 
method has been saved or validated; can be viewed when the method 
is open.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Viewing Method History.
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Setup & Device Steps Tab

The Setup & Device Steps tab (Figure 1.23) contains the steps for setting up the instrument and 
devices for use in a method. This tab is split into groups, including Biomek and Device Action; other 
groups may appear on this tab, depending on the types of devices installed on the instrument. The 
common steps (in the Biomek and Device Action groups) available on this tab are described in 
Table 1.12. 

Figure 1.23  Setup & Device Steps Tab — Example

Properties

Allows entry of a description of the method that can be viewed or 
modified.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Entering and Viewing Method Properties.

Cut

Removes a step in a method, allowing you to place it in a different 
location.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Copying, Cutting, and Pasting Steps in a Method.

Copy

Places a step on the Biomek Software clipboard, allowing it to be 
duplicated in a selected location within a method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Copying, Cutting, and Pasting Steps in a Method.

Paste
Places a copied or cut step in the selected location.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Copying, Cutting, and Pasting Steps in a Method.

Select All
Selects all of the steps in a method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Selecting All Steps in a Method.

Delete
Deletes the selected step from a method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Deleting Steps in a Method.

Disable
Disables a step for execution. When a method is run, the step is ignored.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Disabling Steps Within a Method.

Table 1.11  Method Tab Options

Menu Item Icon Description
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Liquid Handling Steps Tab

The Liquid Handling Steps tab (Figure 1.24) contains the steps to configure liquid handling 
operations. The steps available on this tab are provided in Table 1.13.

Figure 1.24  Liquid Handling Steps Tab

Table 1.12  Setup & Device Steps Tab Optionsa

a. Depending on the devices installed on your instrument, the Setup & Device Steps tab could include additional icons. 
Additional information can be found in the user manual for the device.

Menu Item Icon Description

Instrument 
Setup

Allows you to specify the labware, devices, and ALPs that are on the deck 
and the deck position each occupies.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Instrument Setup Step.

Move 
Labware

Moves labware from one position on the Biomek i-Series instrument to 
another position.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Move Labware Step.

Cleanup
Directs the instrument to dispose of tips and tip boxes.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Cleanup Step.

Move Pod

Moves the pod to a deck position that does not hamper access to the 
labware, ALPs, and devices on the deck.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Move Pod Step.

Hold Labware Software version 5.1 only. Picks up labware and holds it in the gripper 
while executing a series of additional steps, then replaces the labware in 
its original position. For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software 
Reference Manual (PN B56358), Hold Labware Step.

Device Action

Configures the actions of active ALPs and devices, such as the Orbital 
Shaker, Wash Station, and Positive Positioner ALP.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Device Action Step.

Peltier Step

Configures the actions of Peltier devices. For details, refer to the 
following applicable manual(s):

 • Static Peltier ALP Integration Manual for Biomek FX/FXP, NX/NXP, and 
i-Series Instruments (PN A93392, Rev. AC and up) 
And/Or

 • Shaking Peltier ALP Integration Manual for Biomek FX/FXP, NX/NXP, 
and i-Series Instruments (PN A93393, Rev. AC and up)
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Table 1.13  Liquid Handling Steps Tab

Step Icon Description

Transfer

Merges tip load, aspirate, dispense, and unload tip functions in one step 
to transfer liquid from a single source to one or more destinations.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Configuring the Transfer or Combine Step.

Combine

Similar to a Transfer step, except Combine transfers liquids from one 
or more sources to a single destination.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Configuring the Transfer or Combine Step.

Multichannel 
Aspirate

Aspirates a specified amount of liquid from a single source in 
preparation for the Multichannel Dispense step.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Multichannel Aspirate Step.

Multichannel 
Dispense

Dispenses a specified amount of liquid into a single destination, 
following the Multichannel Aspirate step.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Multichannel Dispense Step.

Multichannel 
Load Tips

Loads new tips onto the pod.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Multichannel Load Tips Step.

Multichannel 
Unload Tips

Unloads tips from the pod.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Multichannel Load Tips Step.

Multichannel 
Mix

Mixes the contents within a piece of labware using repeated aspirate 
and dispense.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Multichannel Mix Step.

Multichannel 
Wash Tips

Washes Multichannel tips by aspirating and dispensing repeatedly at a 
Tip Wash ALP.

NOTE  The Multichannel Wash Tips step applies to Multichannel and 
Select Tips operations.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Multichannel Wash Tips Step.

Select Tips

Groups together all Select Tips steps. When using any Select Tips steps 
listed below, they must be contained within the Select Tips step 
container.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Select Tips Step.
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Select Tips 
Serial 
Dilution

Provides the ability to perform serial dilution with one or more rows or 
columns of select tips. When multiple rows/columns are used, they 
must be evenly spaced. Allows for use of an optional diluent and an 
optional source compound.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Select Tips Serial Dilution Step.

Select Tips 
Aspirate

Provides the aspirate capability for the loaded select tips. This is very 
similar to the standard Aspirate step. However, it allows accessing 
labware with the selected pattern of tips, rather than a full head of tips.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Select Tips Aspirate Step.

Select Tips 
Dispense

Provides the dispense capability for the loaded select tips. This is very 
similar to the standard Dispense Step. However, it allows accessing 
labware with the selected pattern of tips, rather than a full head of tips.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Select Tips Dispense Step.

Load Select 
Tips

Loads the selected tips (single tip, one or more columns, or one or more 
rows).

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Load Select Tips Step.

Unload Select 
Tips

Unloads the loaded select tips.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Unload Select Tips Step.

Select Tips 
Mix

Provides the mixing capability for the loaded select tips. This is very 
similar to the standard Mix step. However, it allows accessing labware 
with the selected pattern of tips, rather than a full head of tips.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Select Tips Mix Step.

Advanced 
Load Select 
Tips

Loads tips from the location specified in the step, offsetting the pod as 
prescribed in the step.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Advanced Load Select Tips Step.

Advanced 
Unload Select 
Tips

Positions the pod as indicated in the step and unloads the tips.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Advanced Unload Select Tips Step.

Transfer 
From File

Performs well-to-well transfers on a Span-8 pod using a 
comma-separated data file.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Transfer From File Step.

Serial 
Dilution

Performs a series of dilutions on a single microplate using a Span-8 pod.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Serial Dilution Step.

Table 1.13  Liquid Handling Steps Tab

Step Icon Description
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Data Steps Tab

The Data Steps tab (Figure 1.25) contains the steps that are used for handling data sets in a method. 
The standard steps available on the Data Steps tab are provided in Table 1.14; other steps, such as 
the steps in the Bar Code group are available only when specific devices are installed.

Figure 1.25  Data Steps Tab — Example

Span-8 
Aspirate

Aspirates a specified amount of liquid from a single source in 
preparation for the Span-8 Dispense step.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Span-8 Aspirate Step, for instructions on using the 
Span-8 Aspirate step.

Span-8 
Dispense

Dispenses a specified amount of liquid into destination labware, 
following the Span-8 Aspirate step.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Span-8 Dispense Step.

Span-8 Load 
Tips

Loads new tips to the Span-8 probes.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Span-8 Load Tips Step.

Span-8 
Unload Tips

Unloads tips from the Span-8 probes into a discard location.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Span-8 Unload Tips Step.

Span-8 Wash 
Tips

Washes tips by flushing tips with system fluid at a WashStationSpan8 
ALP or by aspirating and dispensing at a WashStation96 ALP or a 
WashStationSpan8Active ALP. The Span-8 Wash Tips step is also 
used to purge air from system tubing and syringes during a method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Span-8 Wash Tips Step.

Table 1.13  Liquid Handling Steps Tab

Step Icon Description
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Control Steps Tab

The Control Steps tab (Figure 1.26), which is divided into the Basic Control, Flow, Variables, and 
Labware Grouping groups, contains steps that govern the course of the method. The steps available 
on the Control Steps tab are provided in Table 1.15.

Figure 1.26  Control Steps Tab

Table 1.14  Data Steps Taba

a. Depending on the devices installed on your instrument, the Data Steps tab could include additional icons. Additional 
information can be found in the user manual for the device.

Step Icon Description

Create Data 
Set

Specifies data in a data set by using a text (*.txt) or comma separated 
values (*.csv) file or data table.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Create Data Set Step.

Data Set 
Management

Renames, removes, copies, or modifies the properties of a data set.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Data Set Management Step.

Data Set 
Processing

Applies a transformation expression to an existing data set to create a new 
data set.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Configuring the Data Set Processing Step.

Data Set 
Reporting

Generates a report on data sets at any point during a method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Data Set Reporting Step.

View Data Set

A viewing tool that provides an easy means of checking data set values at 
any point in the Biomek method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Configuring the View Data Set Step.

Fly-By-Read

The Fly-By Read step may be used to initially enter bar codes for decision 
making in a Biomek method using an If step or as a confirmatory read to 
ensure the correct labware has been selected.

 • For information on the Fly-By-Read step, refer to the Biomek i-Series 
ALPs, Accessories, and Devices Reference Manual, PN B54477.

Fly-By-Log
Reads from the Fly-By Bar Code Reader can be logged to a special log file 
that records time, plate name, initial barcode, final barcode, and recovery 
action.
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Table 1.15  Control Steps Tab

Step Icon Description

Group

Groups a series of steps in a nested fashion under a logical name that 
appears in the Method View.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Group Step.

Comment 
Documents the method or adds instructions in the Method View.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Comment Step.

Pause

Halts instrument interaction with a position for a specified amount of time or 
the entire deck for an indefinite period of time.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Pause Step.

If

Evaluates a condition within a method and runs either the “then” substeps or 
the “else” substeps according to the condition.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), If Step.

Loop
Executes one or more steps a configured number of times.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Loop Step.

Break
Breaks out of one or more loops.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Break Step.

Just In Time
Synchronizes the execution of steps.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Just In Time Step.

Define 
Procedure

Creates a series of steps that can be run at any point during a method using 
a Run Procedure step.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Define Procedure Step.

Run Procedure
Runs a series of steps previously created in a Define Procedure step.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Run Procedure Step.

Run Program
Runs any executable file during a method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Run Program Step.

Run Method
Accesses and runs a method within another method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Run Method Step.

Let
Defines variables for its substeps.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Let Step.
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Set Global
Defines a global variable that can be used in subsequent steps of a method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Set Global Step.

Worklist

Uses a text (*.txt) or comma separated values (*.csv) file to supply multiple 
values for one or more variables.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Worklist Step.

Script
Runs a list of commands providing customized control over the instrument.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Script Step.

Scripted Let

Similar to Script step, with the exception that it allows variables to be 
extended outside the script and used in the method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Scripted Let Step.

Define Pattern

Create a method-specific well pattern manually or by reading well 
information from a file.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Define Pattern Step.

Next Item

Names a global variable, provides a list of VBScript and JScript expressions, 
and specifies behavior when a Loop step list is exhausted.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Next Item Step.

Create Group

Creates and names a group of labware that can be accessed using a Next 
Labware step during a method run.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Create Group Step.

Next Labware

Accesses the next piece of labware in a group of labware created using 
Create Group.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Next Labware Step.

Table 1.15  Control Steps Tab

Step Icon Description
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Preconfigured Steps Tab

Configured steps can be saved for reuse, and once a step is saved, it appears on the Preconfigured 
Steps tab (Figure 1.27). For instructions on using the Preconfigured Steps tab, refer to the 
Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual (PN B56358), Saving Preconfigured Steps.

NOTE  The Preconfigured Steps tab is visible only if a configured step has been saved.

Figure 1.27  Preconfigured Steps Tab — Example

Utilities Tab

The Utilities tab (Figure 1.28) provides the means for making project-level and instrument-level 
changes. For an overview on configuring each type of utility, refer to Table 1.16. 

Figure 1.28  Utilities Tab

Table 1.16  Utilities Tab Options

Menu Item Icon Description

Hardware 
Setup

Allows you to configure instrument information in Biomek Software, 
including instrument type and which pods and devices are available for 
use. The simulator, which shows a 3-D animation of the instrument 
performing methods, is also configured in Hardware Setup.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Configuring Hardware Step.

Deck Editor

Allows you to define and change the deck configurations stored in the 
current instrument file. 

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Preparing and Managing the Deck.

Device Editor
Allows you to configure external devices for use with the instrument.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Setting Up and Using Devices Step.

Project 
Contents

Displays a complete list of all items within a Project, the status of each 
Project item, and, if applicable, the time at which a Project item was 
modified.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Understanding and Using Projects.
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Technique 
Browser

Allows you to configure pipetting operations, such as aspirate, dispense, 
mix, pod height, pod speed, and tip touch.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Understanding and Creating Techniques.

Pipetting 
Template Editor

Enables you to configure the pipetting operations that are used within 
steps of a method.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Using the Pipetting Template Editor.

Liquid Type 
Editor

Allows you to create new liquid types or to modify existing liquid types for 
methods.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Understanding and Creating Liquid Types.

Labware Type 
Editor

Allows you to define labware that is not predefined in the software, or 
update or modify labware specifications if they need to be changed. 

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Creating and Modifying Tip and Labware Types.

Tip Type Editor

Allows you to define tips that are not predefined in the software, or 
update or modify tip specifications if they need to be changed. 

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Creating and Modifying Tip and Labware Types.

Well Pattern 
Editor

Allows you to create and store patterns for accessing specific wells. 

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Creating Well Patterns.

Log 
Configuration

Enables you to select the log files to generate with each subsequent 
method run.

 • For details, refer to the Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual 
(PN B56358), Generating Method Logs.

Table 1.16  Utilities Tab Options

Menu Item Icon Description
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Method Editor

The Method Editor consists of the Configuration View, the Current Instrument Display, and the 
Method View. Figure 1.29 shows where each area is located, as well as a brief description of each.

Figure 1.29  Method View

1. Configuration View: The configuration for each step appears in the Configuration View. The view 
changes to correspond to the step highlighted in the Method View.

2. Current Instrument Display: The Current Instrument Display reflects the status of the deck upon 
completion of the previous step. This display is interactive, as it can be used for selecting deck positions 
to use while configuring a step and selecting which pod to use in the case of a dual pod Biomek i7 
instrument. This display also highlights positions chosen for use in a step.

3. Method View: The Method View is a pane in the main editor displaying the steps in a method. Steps 
placed in the Method View are executed in sequential order during a method run. See the 
Biomek i-Series Software Reference Manual (PN B56358), Creating a New Method, for additional 
information.
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Configuring Components of the Main Workspace

Depending on the task you are currently completing, you might need to resize or hide components 
of the main workspace to provide a better layout for entering or viewing information. The following 
sections provide instructions for setting up your workspace to optimize your workspace for 
completing the current task:

 • Hiding/Showing the Ribbon

 • Resizing the Method View

 • Resizing the Configuration View and Current Deck Display

Hiding/Showing the Ribbon

You may wish to hide the ribbon to allow more space to configure your method, temporarily show 
the ribbon, or restore the ribbon after it has been hidden. Instructions for completing these tasks 
are provided in this section.

Hiding the Ribbon
To hide the ribbon:

1 Select the up arrow icon located in the lower right corner of the ribbon, as shown in Figure 1.30.

NOTE  The ribbon tabs are still visible after the ribbon is collapsed, which allows you to temporarily show 
the ribbon to make a selection on a specific tab (see Temporarily Showing the Ribbon for details).

Figure 1.30  Hiding the Ribbon

1. Select this icon to collapse the contents of the ribbon.
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Temporarily Showing the Ribbon
To temporarily show the ribbon:

1 Select the tab where the icon you need to select is located; this displays the contents of the tab.

2 Select the desired icon.

NOTE  After selecting an icon, the ribbon returns to the collapsed state.

Restoring the Ribbon
To restore the ribbon:

1 Select any of the ribbon tabs.

2 Select the pin icon located on the lower right corner of the ribbon (Figure 1.31).

Figure 1.31  Restoring the Ribbon

1. Select this icon to restore the ribbon.
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Resizing the Method View

To resize the Method View:

1 Hover your mouse over the right edge of the pane until the cursor changes to a double-sided 

arrow ( ).

2 Click and drag the edge of the pane to the right or left, depending on whether you need to make 

it smaller or larger.

3 When you are satisfied with the size, release the mouse button.

Resizing the Configuration View and Current Deck Display

To resize (lengthen or shorten) the Configuration View sub-panes and the Current Deck Display:

1 Hover your mouse over the bottom edge of the pane until the cursor changes to a double-sided 

arrow ( ).

2 Click and drag the edge of the pane up or down, depending on whether you need to make it 

smaller or larger.

3 When you are satisfied with the size, release the mouse button.
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